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ARBITRATION TREATY TALKED
SENSATIONAL Washington, May 3. Several tenta
MANAGER QUITS
tive drafts of the proposed arbitration
Cleveland, o., May 3. James T.
McGuIre, manager of the Cleveland MEASURES PRVIDE FOR
NAMING treaty 'between the United States and
American League baseball club, re
Great Britain were discussed by PresI
OF COMMITTEES TO CON.
signed today. He will stay with the
dent Taft and his cabinet late yester
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club as scout, George Stovall, cap
day. Following the cabinet session.
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existence of an alleged "woolen tnist
by ReDresentatfve
democrat, who offer
d a resolution providing for a com
mittee of nine to investieate th.
TO
American- - Woolen company of Boston.
ine resolution directs the committee
to report all the facts and circum.
stances with bills requiring
appropri
ate action by the proper executive nf.
fleers, whether to dissolve or prose- luo corporation is warranted. LAWYERS ARE NOW BUS.LY PRE- .
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DEMOCRATS ON tTancis
of Ohio,

ternational exhibition was formally
opened today, to continue through
the summer. The exposition occu
-pies a site of fifty acres In Kelvin- grove Park, within a short distance
of the center of the city. Probably
the most noteworthy feature la the
historical section, which embraces
the finest collection of Scottish his- INHABITANTS OF JERUSALEM ON torlcal portraits. HteratnrP
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A RESULT
CONGRESS
lustrating the progress of electrical
andi engineering disco veiny and in
EXCAVATED BENEATH MOSQUE vention and the
development of elec 3RESOLDTI0NSOFIN0UIBY
tricity a3 an applied science. Near
ly all parts of the British empire
guXrds of holy structure. are
THESE AFFECT STE
CORPORA,
represented at the exhibition, to- CONFESS TO HAVING BEEN
TI0N AND THE SHOE AND
gether with Japan, Austria. Holland,
BOUGHT OFF
WOOLEN INDUSTRIES
France, Sweden, Italy and several
other foreign countries
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neighborhood of San Francisco. This
man answered the description of M.
A. Schmitz,
according to Young.
An incident denoting trio rnmnlolA
understanding by- Ortie- Mrtfanitrai
o
we alleged confessed dynamiter with
me district attorney's office, occurred
today when District Attorns
ricks held an interview of three
quarters of an hour with McManigal
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hla rfol1 (n V
stenographer f"rom theXricTStoI JOHN POOLE, OF
FOWLER, IND
ney's office took down MoManlr
ADMTS SLAYING ONE OF
statements. Mr. Fredericks declined
HIS HANDS
to reveal the subject of hla inter
view, but it is believed to have had
THE BODY WAS FOUND BY SON
prisoners, which is expected to take
place within the next two or three
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San Francisco Bay to this a wealthy farmer in jail here accused
liners a
a
nuot, was practically assured accepted as final and it mieht h f Walter Brodwell, of the superior
who are accused of having excavated catcher.
of the murder of his farm hand, Jo- city.
today when the committee on rules weeks before the
treaty could be court of this county will preside at
beneath the inviolable mosque of
of the house voted to report favorab
seph Kemper, whose body was found
submitted for ratification.
Omar and removed relics reputed to
the trials of John K. McNamara and
ly the Stanley resolution for a special
on the Poole farm late
yesterday, toinclude the ark of the Covenant, the SPRING CLEAN-D- P
his brother, James B. McNamara, TO COT
committee of nine to conduct such an
day admitted killing Kemper, init
Censor and other sacred
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inquiry. The Stanley resolution oris.
charged with dynamiting, both the
contended that it was accidental.
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Inally contained a provision that all NO IMMUNITY FOR
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and hooted as "a pig."
The arraignment will afford L. M LEONARD AND COUSINS MOVING
EARLY ESTIMATES PLACE GOLD specific target. It is said,
however,
systematic search of the Poole farm
ihe expedition worked for two
Kappaport, leading counsel for the
lnat an inquiry. into the American
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was begun and in the excitement
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Iby Titus, A. D., 70.
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Fallings to reach the relics sought have started and individual miners ings on the Canadian reciprocity bill. legislature, and of arrests of accused urb of Los Angeles, has identified mill from
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In this manner, the explorers, ac- are washing out their winter dumns Manufacturers from the Middle West members, were rife today when the James McNamara as one of a Darty located for some
time, to the Cabe
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the guards of the Mosque, bribed the
Speaker September $, 1910, on the steamer Pecos river. The timber to
be cut is
Springfield, III., May 3. A large
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abouts of which," says an Arabic paRepresentative George Nye, of Pilce
ever maae by tne government through Woodmen of America.
Albuquerque, N. M., May 3. Some
W.
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Public
per, "none knew except God and
Prosecutor Turner to
county.
tne rorest service. It is estimated that Northcott,
body stole Dr. Colbert's yellow bull
these English."
past head consi'i, presided
day repeated his declaration that he
six years will be consumed In the at the
It is reported that a syndicate of dog some few days ago and early yes DETAILS COMPLETE
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Consuelo Vanderbilt, was a member, where it had been taken. The dog is
FOR PEACE CONFAB ity bath.
CRUSHED
QUICKLY
of
various
kinds.
The
a great favorite of the railway mail
firm employes of the head camp in Buffalo next
financed the expedition.
Dr. George B. Nye, of Pike county,
clerks and hangs around the depot
ia.6C lulce or men. xwenty-nv- e
month and it is probable an effort
this afternoon handed to Speaker
lCuib uo ttl present engaged m mov will be made to induce fb
continually, vvnoever conceived a BEGINNING TOMORROW,
JUDGE Vining hla resignation as a member
WINSLOE, OF BRIT ing the mill.
REBELS MASSING FOR liking td the animal thought it would
of the house of representatives calcamp to hold its next year's
CARBAJAL AND DR. GOMEZ
ISH FLEET, CABLES RE.
be a good idea to get it out of town
sion in this city.
endar
his
action
committee,
following
WILL
DISCUSS TERMS
NORMAL REGENTS ADJOURN
if he wanted to keep it. So Mr. Dog
ASSURING NEWS
that of the other six members who
ATTACK
NOGALES was
The
board of regents of the New
loaded on the eastbound train
followed the lead of Representatives
Mexico Normal University last night
El Paso, Tex., May 3. At the con Russell
Sunday evening. The city police of
London, May 3.
and Langdon, who resigned
Sir finished
the work of the regular meet-in- EASTERN HALF OF
ficers were notified and sent a few elusion of a conference today, an after notice that
BAND OF 800 WELL ARMED
L. Winsloe, commander-in- they would not do Fred
for
nouncement
was
after having been in ses
May
made
the
that
first so unless Dr.
telegrams and soon received word
NOW MENACE
Nye resigned. Follow chief of the British eastern fleet. sion two
The
business
back that "Bull" was In the Meadow meeting of the peace commissioners ing Dr.
evenings.
Nye's resignation, Speaker cabling from Hong Kong today, in
BORDER TOWN
COUNTRYJHIVERING
City anxious to get back home. He would take place on the same snot Vining selected an entirely new cal- forms the admiralty that the situa transacted was mostly of a routine
nature.
Bills
were
allowed
was reshlpped yesterday and arrived tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock. For a endar committee.
and
plans
tion at Canton is not serious now. the
Nogales, Ariz., May 3. It is be- in
for next year's work, although WEATHER COLDEST EVER REAlbuquerque none the worse for distance of 500 yards on both sides
revolutionary outbreak of last Thurs no definite
lieved here that the rebels of Sonora
action was taken on the
CORDED AT THIS SEASON IN
being kidnaped to the kidnaping burg. of the meeting place, no one except
day night having been crushed before
are about to launch an attack on
latter
the peace commissioners will be ad
From
the
subject.
re
reports
MANY YEARS
news
the
of the uprising was receivMex., Just across the border
ceived the accounts of the institution
mitted. Judge Carbajal said he would CHURCH CONFERENCE
ed
him.
by
here. Arizona federal officers report AMERICANS
were found to be in excellent
be the sole representative
of the
BOTTLED
Washington, May 3. Almost the
that 400 insurrectos are encamped
Mexican government in attendance.
entire eastern' half of the country
two miles west of Nogales and anDATESjANNOUNCED TO REVISE WOOL 3. SCHEDULE
was shiveriBg today in the coldest
The house
Washington, May
DP IN BESIEGED CITY REPUBLICANS CARRY PHOENIX
other band of equal number Is three
committee on ways and means next
weather, with one or two exceptious.
miles west of the United States
OF
METHODIST
Phoenix, Ariz., May 3. Lloyd B. ASSIGNMENTS
ever known at this time of the year.
week will begin work on the revision TD REINVESTIGATE
customs house. All government and
was
Christy,
republican,
CLERGYMEN
AGREED
BY
yesterday
ON
ONE
THOUSAND
A cold wave from Alaska began to
of
the wool schedule. On this both
FOREIGNERS
IN
railroad wires are reported cut south
elected mayor of Phoenix over S.
move
COLLEGE
the
in
OF
democratic
BISHOPS
house
last Saturday and by
the
MAZATLAN
majority
UNABLE TO APof Nogales, between the latter town
SENATOR LORIMER last eastward
Hackett, democrat, by a majority of
and the democratic membership of
night had spread over the Lake
and Imuris, ten miles north of
PEAL FOR AID
101, carrying with him all other re
region, Middle Atlantlo state? and
Nashville, Tenn., May 3. Among the committee are divided, but the
publican candidates.
committee division is not so wide as SENATE COMMITTEE
New England. No immediate relief of
conference
the
ON
CON
dates
and
assignments
3. Refugees
Douglas, Ariz.. May
the unseasonable cold is in sight.
announced by the College of Bishops In the last few weeks. It Is the polRUSSIAN PRINCESS STARVED
TINGENT EXPENSES VOTES
from Guaymas, Mexico arriving here,
A temperature of 22
of
Leadicy
Clark,
of
Speaker
the
Southern
Majority
Methodist
degrees above
3.
St. Petersburg, May
Princess say that a thousand Americans are
Episcopal
NECESSARY, FUNDS
HUGH M'INTOSH TO
zero at Alpena, Mich., was the low
church In session here today, are er Underwood and other democratic
Shachavoskos died here today, after penned up in Mazatlan unable to get
est reported this morning. Freezing
Bishop Hendrix of the Denver con leaders not to submit a bill placing
twenty years of voluntary seclusion work to Washington to send a warWashington, May 3. A renewal of temperatures were registered through.
raw wool on the free list.
ference,
Colo.,
Walaenberg,
August
In two rooms of the palace at Mos- ship to take them away. Mexican
STAGEBIG FIGHT
the Lorimer bribers investicatlon wa out the upper
Mexican border
Mississippi valley.
31; the
mission.
cow, to which she retired after the gunboats in Mazatlan harbor prevent
provided for today by the senate com
Mex.,
the
Guadalajara,
8;
February
death of her bethrothed on the eve agress by sea,' while the rebels had
mittee on contingent expenses, which
of the wedding. An autopsy disclosed the city completely surrounded on the MATCHES BILLY PAPKE AND JIM Northwest Mexican mission, Torreon, FAKE INTERVIEW WITH
approved a resolution covering the PRESIDENT BACK FROM TUNIS
Mex., February, 22: Bishop Atkins of
SULLIVAN
FOR
the fact that death was due to star- land side when the last news came
expenses of such an inquiry. The reParis, May 3. President Fallieres
New Mexico, Tucumcarl, N! M Oc
BOUT IN LONDON
vation. Notes and coin amounting to from the city. All wire communicaRAMON CORRALTRACEO port will come up tomorrow and a arlved here today from a fortnight's
tober
West
San
4;
Marcos.
Texas,
? 500,000 were found in her rooms.
bitter fight on the floor of the sen- visit to the French protectorate and
tion with Mazatlan is interrupted.
Tex., October 18; Northwest Texas,
ate is expected.
London, May 3. Hugh Mcintosh,
regency over Tunis, Africa.
Plalnview, Tex., November 1; Central SPANISH CAPITALIST'S REMARKS
the Australian fight promoter, has
Texas,
Fort
Polytechnic
Station,
concluded negotiations for a twenty- CREDITED TO THE VICE
Worth, Tex., November 8.
round bout between Billy Papkeand
PRESIDENT
the English middleweight champion,
Jim Sullivan, to be fought here dur- STEEL
BONDS FOR
Madrid, May 3. The interview at
'
'
ing Derby week.
tributed to
Corral of
CHAMBERLAIN
HYDE RESIGNS
SWISS
HERO
but
since
Mexico,
FUND
i
by him,
3
repudiated
3.
A
New York, May
Ironing board, placed between the roofs
New York,
Mexico City, May 3. The war department denied
May 3. Charles 'H.
in which he was made to say that
today tbe asof t,wo buildings, saved the lives of fifty persons who were trapped
Hyde will resign as city chamberlain
sertion
Mexican
of
fothe,
rebellion
the
had
rebels
been
that
General
had
Navarro
violated
ANDREW
he armisCARNEGIE' GIVES GOV
at once. Under indictment and under
in an apartment house fire in uptown New York City today.
The
mented
tice
to
Americans,
appears
by
by
as
moving
soldiers,
ERNMENT
from
the
American
disguised
workmen,
the fire of practically every newspa$130,000 WORTH
tenants were all asleep when the fire was discovered at the foot of
have originated in remarks made by
side into Juarez. Ambrosio Figueroa, who is a brother of General
FOR FOUNDATION '
per in New York, he announced last
the main stairs. Their escape was cut off, but a woman from an
Inego Noriega, a Spanish capitalist,
night that although he is the victim
Prudencia, head of the revolutionary forces In Guerrero and Morales,
of "one of the most wicked conspiraupper floor, carried her ironing board to the roof and placed it
is here to arrange an armistice with President Diaz, having been sum
Berne, Switzerland, May 3. The whose guest Senor Corral was at
cies in the history of the city," he
across the narrow gap between the apartment house and the adjoining
government has accepted $130,000 in Calambres in Austria.
moned by the latter. Prudencia shot up a troop train at Cajones'
will relinquish his position in order the form of
United States Steel bonds Corral of Mexico has delayed his debuilding. A few minutes after th3 last person had crossed to safety
last week and threatened to lead a rebel army of 3,000 against the
not to embarrass the Gaynor admin- from Andrew
Carnegie for the pur- parture for Berlin, owing to an inthe flames bnrst through the roof and the floors collapsed.
capital. He was accompanied today by Colonel Beltrand, the fed-eristration. He has been the mayor's pose of
'
;
establishing a Swiss hero disposition due to the . fatigue of
military chief of Guerrero.
protege for years.
fund.
,
traveling.
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RICHARD F. HOWE THIRD NATIONAL IMPORTANCE OF DYING MAN WILLS
WILL SUCCEED

CONFERENCE

TRACK FOREMEN

WEALTH TO HIS

Dl MOFFAT

OF PEACE

REALIZED

DETROTHED

HARVESTER
TRUST
OFFICIAL PRESIDENT TAFT URGES ESTABLISHMENT OF INTERNATION-ASLATED FOR PRESIDENCY

HIGHER

EXTRA

L

OF DENVER

Denver, May 3.

ARBITRATION

BANK

Richard F. Howe,

secretary and director of the

Interna-

tional Harvester company of Ameri
ca, commonly known as the Harvester trust, will, according to reports In
banking circles, be elected' president
of the First National bank after the
board of directors is reorganized at
the stockoholders' meeting on May
17.

Mr. Howe has been in Colorado
Springs for some time on account .if
the illness of one of the members of
his family and has signified his In
tention of remaining In this state. He
will, It is eaid, resign his place as
secretary of the Harvester company,
but will retain his membership in the
directorate. He is a warm friend of
Charles M. McNeil and Spencer Pen
rose, who will be in practical control
of the destinies of the First National
on their own behalf, as well as representing .Hayden, Stone & Co., the
New York banking house which last
week purchased the Moffatt holdings
in the bank.
Ever since the formation of the International Harvester company Mr.
Howe has been its secretary and has
had practical charge of its finances.
The company's business aggregates
$100,000,000 a year, so that should he
come Into the First National, Mr.
Howe would bring a world of experience coupled with a large acquaintance among the foremost financiers
of the United States.
It has repeatedly been stated that
when the First National Is reorganized the hand of J. Pierpont Morgan
will be seen, Morgan's firm is the
fiscal agency for the Harvester company, and on the board of directors
are Charles Steele, a member of
Morgan & Co.; George W. Perkins,
former partner in the firm, and Geo.
F. Baker, Morgan's closest adviser,
who is a stockholder and a former
director in the First National of Denver, and chairman of the executive
committee of the First National bank
of New Tork, one of the
banks. Mr. Howe's long service with the Harvester company has
doubtless attracted the attention of
Morgan and if, as Is reported, he
should be chosen as successor to David H. Moffatt, it will be because
Morgan and Baker have approved of
him.
In connection with the report of
the Selection of Mr. Howe it Is said
that the present officers will be retained. Thomas Keely as vice president and Fred G. Moffatt as cashier.
It is possible that an additional vlc
presidency will be created and that
Charles M. McNeil will be elected
Morgan-controlle-

to

fill

it

CHILDREN'S FACES
AWFUL WITH
Ran Over Bodies, Too. Dry and Very
Crusty Used Cuticuraand Did
No More Scratching. Eczema
Disappeared in 6 Weeks.
Now More Than Two Years Ago and

Sign of Trouble Has Returned.

"My two children suffered from an
affection of the face and hands. It
started first with
little red spots
which afterwards
got bigger until
they were the size
of five cent pieces.
lne outside became dry and
very crusty. The
rash on their
faces was awful
and afterwards
'V it ran over the
tr
bodv. too.
" I had a doctor for them but he could
not help. Then I read of the Cuticura
Remedies. As I am a chemist, having
erved my apprenticeship in Germany, I
did not have much confidence in them.
Tet I was soon taucht something better,
for after I used Cuticura Soan. Ointment
end Resolvent the first time the children
felt very well and did no more scratching. Then the eczema became dry and
entirely disappeared after about six
weeks' treatment. This is now more
than two years Ago and no sifm of the
trouble has returned, therefore I can
recommend the Cuticura Remedies
without reserve to all people who are
mifferinir with eczema. William Grelek,
74 Douela St., Brooklyn, N. Y., Mar.
10,1910."
rntl'n floin (?.V., Cntlnmi Ohitmmt (Bnp.)
t1 Ci'tlrnrn Rmolvmt (SOc.) or Oitloirm PilW
nr (mid thrmirhont th world. Pottr Druf
i2.V
I

In his adBaltimore,
'opening
ot
at
the
dress delivered
the Third National Peace Congress
here today President Taft emphatically stated it to be his belief that
the best method of ultimately securing disarmament is the establishment
of an international court and the
development of a code of Internation
al equity which nations will recognize
as affording a better method of set
tling controversies than war.
Several hundred noted peace advocates, representing all parts of tht
United States and Canada and several
of the countries of- - Europe, filled
McCoy hall of Johns Hopkins University at the formal opening of the
congress today. Hamilton Holt of
New York, occupied the chair and in
addition to the president the distinguished speakers included Andrew
Carnegie, Cardinal Gibbons, Professor
Leo S. Rowe of the University of
Pennsylvania and Dr. Benjamin True-bloothe American
representing
Peace Society.
Loud cheers greeted Baron ,
de Constant of France,
Count Leo Tolstoi of Russia and Senator Henri La Fontaine of Belgium,
representing three of the great nations who have been conspicuous in
the peace movement ever since the
first conference at The Hague, when
they were called forward by the chairman of the- congress and given seats
upon the platform.
The sessions of the congress be
gun today will continue over tomorrow and Friday. The presiding offic
ers at the several sessions will include Huntington Wilson, assistant
secretary of state; United States Sen
ator Theodore E. Burton of Ohio,
Dr. Lyman Abbott of New York,
John W. Foster, former secretary of
state, and Dr. James Brown Scott,
secretary of the Carnegie Peace Foun-datlo-
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By installing a special leased wire,
carrying the full Associated ' Press
day report, The Optic has met the
competition furnished by the big
dailies. Subscribe now.
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SUED FOR
INJURED

CANDIDATE

DO IN INITIATION
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$10,000
BY TORPE
BRINGS

ACTION

New York, May 3 John Albei t HeU
zel of Bloomfield, N. J., has brought
suit against Bloomfield
Camp No.
10,262, Modern Woodmen of America,
to recover $10,000 damages for injuries alleged to have been received during an intilatlon ceremony.
Hetzel charges in his complaint that
he made application for membership
In the order and that he was told to
present himself for initiation. In the
course of the ceremony, he says, he
was led to a sawbuck and ordered to
saw through a leg of wood.
While he was bent over the saw- buck, he says, he was hit across the
middle of the back with a sharp stick
in which a torpedo was concealed.
He further alleges that the cartridge
was Improperly placed and when dis
charged the shell, instead of remain
ing In the slap stick, penetrated his
clothing and caused a severe bruise
to his spinal column. He asserts he
was so badly injured that he was con
fined to his home for several months,
and that he is permanenly injured
from the effects of the slap stick blow
and the impact of the torpedo cartridge.
The initiation occurred on August
11, last. The matter was kept a profound aecret until the papers in the
suit were served on the officers and
trustees of the camp.
TO DEVELOP NORTHWEST
Helena, Mont., May 3. Every arriving train today brought its quota
Deof delegates to the Northwest
velopment League meeting, which is
to begin a two days' session in this
city tomorrow. The announced purpose of the meeting is to formulate
a systematic plan to induce desirable
sett'ers to come to the Northwest
and to check the flow of immigration into western Canada. Louis W.
Hill, president of the Great Northern Railway, is chief promoter of the
movement, which has received the
hearty indorsement of public officials
and
commercial
organizations
throughout this section of the country. Large deligaltIon3, many of them
headed by the governors of their respective states, will be in attendance
from Oregon, Washington, Wyoming
Utah, Idaho, North and South Dakota
Montana and Minnesota.

PAY FOR
GANG
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Beautiful and Stylish Millinery
ALSO AN EXTENSIVE SHOWING OF NEW AND
ATTRACTIVE WASH GOODS
We want our women customers who are now in the midst of
their preparations for the new season to know that we are in a better position than ever to aid them. We have an excellent variety of
especially alluring Millinery that illustrates all the latest of Fashion's

AND WITHOUT RELATIVE IN WORLD,
RE- DENVER MAN GAVE ALL TO

SULT OF DISCOVERY

SWEETHEART

The increases a number of roads
In the rates of pay of section and extra gang foremen is a
step towards in creasing the efficiency of track forces, says the Railway
The inefficiency of the
foremen Is the cause of a large part
of the unennecssary cost of track
maintenance, and by Increasing hb
pay the greatest Improvement can be
secured for a given increase in ex
happens
penditure. It sometimes
that when sending out for track la
bor a road will offer 5 or 10 cents a
day more than the prevailing wage,
believing that in this way it will se
cure a better class of labor
This Is not, and will not be, there- suit as long as the wage paid by the
railways remains as far below that
paid for unskilled labor in other in
dustries as it is now. No increase
short of that which will place the
wages paid by the railway on a par
with those of other industries will
draw a new and improved supply of
labor Into this market.
On the other hand, a small increase
in the foremen's wages Is money welt
spent, for the ratio of efficiency se
cured from a gang of men depends
directly upon that possessed by the
foreman. An able foreman will se
cure better results from poor men
than an inefficient foreman will from
good men. The necessity of having a
high class of foremen has long been
realized, but the wages offered have
not been adequate, and, as a result
the general standard has graduallv
declinea.
There is today a necessity for a
higher grade of foremen than ever
before, because of the continually de
clining quality of the labor, and also
because of the continually higher
standards demanded in track maintenance. It requires a man of no
mean ability to set the best results
fro ma gang of 50 men engaged in the'
simpler forma of track work, to say
nothing of the more complicated frog
and crossing work; ?or knowledge of
the work as well as ability to handle
men is required.
Again, the question of providing for
the future supply of foremen must be
considered. To a very large degree
these men should be recruited from
outside the ranks of present track
Ibor, and in order that this may be
done some Inducement must be offered sufficient to attract competent
men from other fields. The track
apprentice system was tried on several roads with varying degrees of
success.
The plan was correct in theory, but
failed on its practical side that of
'
offering sufficient financial reward.
It is desirable to attract bright young
men technically trained, if possible
Into track work, but greater financial
Inducements must be offered if they
are to be secured. The average sal
ary paid foremen at present does not
appeal to such a class of young men
as something toward which to work.

little
With
Denver,
May
wealth at his command, but expecting to be declared heir to
one of the largest estates of Europe
within the next few years, Eniile A.
Mermet, on his deathbed, willed to
his fiancee, Mrs. May Hawkins, all
of his estate, and she will become one
of the wealthiest women of Denver if
made by European
representation
attorneys prove true.
Mermet, who was 32 years old, had
been a teller at the Colorado National
bank for four years. About a month
ago he became ill of brain trouble
and was compelled to take to his
bed. Death came last Sunday, but
not until he had made a will declaring Mrs. Hawkins sole heir to all his
properties and rights.
Mermet did not have a relative in
the world, so far as he knew. His
mother died In Denver several months
ago, and when she had gone he made
efforts to communicate news ot her
death to relatives of whom she had
spoken, only to find they were all
dead.
His inquiries, however, brought him
into communication with prominent
European bankers and lawyers, who
had sought to locate his mother, and
from them he learned that he was
entitled to the principal share of an
estate long tied up in the courts, the
value of 'which they estimated as
high as $100,000,000.
Mermet based no false hopes upon
the advices from Europe, realizing
that some complications might prevent his speedy enjoyment of the
estate, but when he realized that he
was about to die he sent for a lawyer and had drafted a will making
over to his fiancee all his rights. He
signed the will a short time before
his death, In the presence of the
woman he hoped his death would
make wealthy.
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BODIES OF INFANTS

DISGARDEDjJKE
ANCIENT

CITY

GIVEN

JUNK
REAL

THRILL BY DISCOVERY OF
CORPSES OF BABES
Santa Fe, N. M., May 3. Considerable excitement was created here
yesterday by the finding of the bodies
of two infants, one a boy, in a gunny-sactied with wire and thown over
the fence of the Rosario cemetery,
the other a three days old girl, contained in a tobacco box with a silk
handkerchief covering the face and a
rosary about her neck, which was
found on the banks of the Santa Yc
river about 100 feet west of the Den
The clothing on the
Gaspar bridge.
body of the girl was stitched in red
letters, which the authorities refuso
rr disclose.
An examination of the bodies failed
to disclose any evidence of violence,,
and it is the opinion of the orfionrs
that the babes were dead, and
that the beodies were disposed of in
this manner by ignorant parents.
The bodies were found by two boyt.
while playing. In this connection 't
that a similar occurwas recalled
rence took place last winter when the
body of an infant was found in s
Water street sewer.
k

new ideas.

If these items do not contain what you want
look over our large array at the store

3

NEW WASH GOODS
Our assortments of these dainty and useful fabrics have never
been more complete or contained a wider selection of patterns and
colors. All the hewest ideas in designs and the most fashionable
color schemes are represented.
Women of 6imple tastes or elaborate
wants can all be equally well suited from this fine selection.
Note these special and
and suggestions.

$1.25
1.75
2,75
3.75

Hats
Hats
Hats
Hats

TRIMMED HATS

for.
for.
for.
for.

$3.50 Hats

$1.00

$2.75
4.00

for-5.0-

Hats
Hats for.

1.35
2.15
3.00
,

for-7.0-

9.00 Hats

0

5.65
7.25

for- -

Every Hat in the house greatly reduced
for this week

One lot of Lawns and Batistes, all new desirabie
patterns, worth 12$o, special
10c

One lot of Wa&h Goods including Lawns,' Batistes,
Fancy Voiles and Fancy
Marquisettes, worth 25c,
21c
special

One lot of New Wash Goods
including a variety of fabrics, styles and patterns,
worth 15c to 22jc, special, 13jc

A good assortment of Wash
Goods including Tissues,
Mulls, Batistes and a variety of other fabrics, worth
27c
35c per yard, special

-

Cotton Foulards, in a variety
of patterns, all new desirable colors,' very popular,
16c
special

Vu

fl
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prices

STREET HATS

COLONELTWITCHELL

CORRECTS

enticing

27-inc-

Marquisette, in all
desirable colors, worth 50c
42c
per yard, special
h

f
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CANADIANS GO TO LONDON
HAS
HISTORIAN
SAYS
Montreal, May 3. The advance
ABOUT
IDEA
SLIGHT
guard of the Canadian visitors to the
VERY
cornation in London next month got
ORIGIN OF NAMES
WOULD-B-

WITH

SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

Flanders MODEL
"20"

away today on the steamship Royal

A few days ago The Optic published George. Between this date and June
c
an article headed "New Mexico Towns 16 there will be fifteen other
Bear Spanish Names," showing how
liners sailing from Montreal

FORE-DOO-

R

trans-Atlanti-

some of the cities in the territory
got their names. The article in ques-tlowas taken from the El Paso
Herald. Colonel R. E. Tlwtche1!. the
best posted man on Now Mexico history, found that the would be historian
made some bad guesses in attempt
ing to explain the origin of several
of the names. He corrects them in
the following communication:
"Bernalillo was named for a Fran
ciscan friar of the name Bernal; Albuquerque was named for the thirtyhe
of
New Spain;
fourth viceroy
never visited New Mexico; his ap
pointee to the governorship and
of New Mexico, gave
the name; it was called San Felipe
de Albuquerque for the king of
Spain. Felipe, and the Duke of Al
buquerque. There Is no such name
as Mongollon; it is Mogollon, and the
name comes from that of Flores y Mogollon who was governor of New
Mexico and made a campaign against
the Apaches In the southwest and
the mountains in that region and a
tribe of the Apaches received their
names on that account. The word Be- len was not named for a battle in
the Mexican war; the place had this
name early In the eighteenth century;
It is properly spelled Belem, meaning
Bethlehem."

s

and Quebec for the mother country.
The steamship agents report that the
applications already received for reservations indicate that every vessel will be crowded to Its full capacity and that many Canadians desirous of. attending the cornation
doubtless will be obliged to seek accommodations on the steamers sailing
from New York or Boston.
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MARSHAL

$800.00
F. O. B. Detroit

SUED

FOR BIG DAMAGES
ALBUQUERQUE
C. M.

MAN

STRUCK

FORAKER'S AUTO

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Laa
New Mexico.
Vegas,

BY

DE-

MANDS $15,000

Albuquerque, N. M., May 3. Suit
was filed in the second Judicial district court here yesterday by W. P.
Yarbrough, while he was traveling on
Marshal C. M. Foraker, asking $15,- 000 damages, and charging that on
September 13 last, the latter driving
an automobile "collided and ran into
Yarbrough while he was traveling on
Central avenue in this city, and threw
him to the ground, causing several
injuries. Plaintiff alleges that he has
been permanently injured and disfigPILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed tn ured and rendered incapable of makcure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed ing a living as a result of the maring or Protruding Pllea In 6 to 1' shal's "excessive negligence and dangerous" driving. The complaint dedaya or mono refunded. "0c.
clares that defendant failed to give
It is in The Optic If it happens
warning by "gong, bell or any means
whether in Las Vegas or elsewhere whatever." H. B. Cornell is attor
In the world.
ney for the plaintiff.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MoJn 227,

GROSS, KELLY
( Incoporated)

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealer In

There is Only One

'3ron2D Quintno"
Thai is
Laxaiivo'.Bromo Quimno
USED THE WORLD

OVER TO CURE A COLO IH OME DAT.

,

Always remember the full name. Look
for this signature on every box. 26c.
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HOBOPAPERMAY
CONTAIN
REPUBLIC PRINTS
LEGED
OF
FIRST PAGE

ST. LOUIS

AL-

FAC-SIMIL- E

the Baptist Mission in Cincinnati,
Compii'sory baths have been estab- lished there.
Obituary
The death of Sid Sedentery, known
before he entered the hobo profession as Sidney Jones, occurred in
East St Louis Saturday. Sid died of
heart disease when he accidentally
put his hand on a piece of soap. Sid
lived with his widowed mother up to
the time, six years ago, when she got
too old to take in
washings, after
which he resolved upon the career
which he followed with such eminent
success.
Some Work
We have in "press a monumental
work by the eminent savant. Prof.
Wanderlust, entitled: "A Comparative Study of Work Houses." It is
an invaluable aid to all hoboes 'n
the selection of the best places to get
arrested during the winter months in
the north. The location of every rock
pile in the United States Is carefully
noted.

HOUSEHOLDER

n ri In)

IF NOT, HERE ARE SOME
GESTIONS THAT MAY
LIGHTEN BURDEN
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And Big Street Fair
Band
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YOUR MOVE?

.

HI. I.
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HAVE YOU MADE

The announcement by James Eads
Moving, under any conditions, U a
How, the millionaire tramp, "that he
tremendous task, and whether or not
Intends to start a newspaper in St.
one should move ougbt to be carefully
Louis exclusively for the benefit of
considered, says a writer in the Chi
the 'hoboes,' has struck the funny
EdiBut, having once
bone of the St. Louis Republic.
cago Record-Heralto do so, a large
warns
aro
How
and
the
decided
that
you
Republic
torially,
and dishis associates that no successful
troubles
of
the
trials,
part
newspaper was ever maintained withtractions that often drive the whole
out a lot of perspiring toil by the
family to the verge of despair may
force. And then, on the news page
be avoided by careful planning.
Since you must move, first of all
appears a miniature reproduction of
el.-everyone
what the Hobo Daily may be expecttry not to move when
. i
...
aua
wlU
Better
get
is moving; you
ed to look like. From the Interesting
Big Problem Solved
rush
days.
the
after
In
service
information
and lively
conveyed
El Paso, Texas, April 19. The cheaper
Have the work done by a firm wmca
this suggestive sheet, the following
workless world problem has been does moving only, as then the men
extracts are reproduced:
solved here in a most ingenious way will be skilled in handling the goods.
Wold's Greatest Discovery
uu
by Emanuel Chlllicon, the noted Mex
botn strong
New York, April 19. (By Special ican hobo. His scheme was to join Moving requires It is impossible for
Dractical hands.
Treight) Thomas A. Edison, the the insurgents and then surrender to men who handle household goods only
Wizard of Menlo Park, has announced the American troops across the bora few days each year to give you as
the completion of a working model of der. Senor Chlllicon has now lived
do nothing
good service as men who
his, an invention which he declares on good army rations, with absolutely else the year around.
will result in the absolute abolition nothing to do, for three weeks, and
several
from
estimates
Obtain
of work. He calls it the terrestrialis-perno- , the only thing necessary to 'prolong firms to get an idea of the proper
to indicate that It is the same the snap is for him to insist now and charge; then decide upon a reliable
thing as heaven on earth. The ar- then that he is going to escape firm that will sign a desirable conrangement is completely lined with a across the border again and murder tract, which should Include packing,
s
thick layer of feathers, upon which Diaz.
removal and unpacking at contractor
new
house
methe owner may repoBe and the
Thousands or hoboes are arriving risk. Make a visit to the
chanism is so delicate that it is not by every freight and are watching to ascertain if all will be in readiAny
even necessary to touch a button to their chance to repeat Senor Chilli-con'- s ness on the appointed day.
be
should
make it work.
plumbing or decorating
exploit.
At
All that is necessary Is to think of
done before occupancy if possible.
Society and Fashion Notes
this visit arrange for your telephone,
what you want and the thought waves
the
on
worn
no
are
sit
Growlers
actuate a complicated apparatus
longer
gas, electricity and water;
of these things alone
uated between the outer and inner a string.
If you have no socks it is good will eliminate many of the hardships
walls of the Invention and produce
a
form
to wrap your feet in newspa- of moving. If possible, have the premof
The
thought
the desired thing.
not forgetbam sandwich, for instance, starts pers, but this Is not necessary ex- ises thoroughly cleaned,
is
before
anything
the
chimney,
the
ting
cept on formal occasions.
the ham sandwich machine or
d
Mike gave a 5 o'clock moved.
thought of beer turns a spigot which
movDegin several weeks before
causes a stream of that liquid to beer to his many friends In the abanthe
great
for
to get ready
flow from a tube situated directly doned barn near the stock yards ing day
ui
It was in honor of hiB event. Wash curtains, oeuuiuB, of old
above the recumbent occupants lips. yesterday.
dispose
covers
doilies;
and
er
John D. Rockefeller has Investigat tenth consecutive year without work.
and books. A good
Wayworn Walter was in town last clothes, magazines
ed the matter and as the final and
to
is
do
to
this
put two labeled
way
greatest charity of his life he has set week. He expects to qualify for
unused
room, and ask
an
barrels in
aside the whole of his fortune for the membership in the Century club soon
to look
the
family
of
member
each
purpose of giving one of these ma- as he is just out of jail following his over his belongings, and put all junk
chines to every applicant who says 97th arrest.
barrel and cast off clothing in
The grass on the parks Is still a in one,
he does not like to work and (at this
The Salvation Army wagon
another.
point our only printer quit and start- little too wet to sleep on.
call for castolfs, and the Junlc
will
ed for New York.)
man will relieve you of the useless
Philosophy
Letters to the Editor
A cool jail is better than a dusty things.
Dear Sir The remarks that have
Look over your clothing and send
pike.
been bandied about in hobo circles
which needs the dry
Rest for the weaTy is all right, but away anythingor tailor. If it is not too
to the effect that I looked as if I had
dyer
cleaner,
taken a bath when I arrived here last why get tired?
early, pack away all woolens for the
There is room at the top, but when
week are calculated to injure my
summer, being sure to mark all the
standing unjustly. I admit that I you are at the bottom you can't fall. boxes plainly and to keep a complete
Half a loaf is better than no bread,
looked almost clean when I got here,
list of the contents of each. This
btu that was the result of a railroad and a perpetual loaf beats a good job. may save hours of time looking for
Eight hours are for sleep, eight for things. Send away rugs that are to
accident in which my car jumped off
the bridge into the Illinois river. I recreation and eight for the journey go to the cleaner or dyer, or furniam now sleeping in a coal yard and to the next town.
ture which you wish done over.
Make out a working plan for the
expect to get back into presentable
movers that meets your necessities.
condition soon Grimy George.
CONSTABLE SHOT MAN If you are to begin at once to sleep
Warning
and eat in your new home, plan for
The boycott has been ordered on
that. Have a drawing of the rooms
WHO RESISTED ARREST you are to occupy and Indicate what
is to be in each room. You will need
of these drawings, with working
two
NEAR TRAGEDY AT SANTA
FE
plans, one for the housekeeper and
WHEN OFFICER ATTEMPTS
one for the superintendent of pack-era- .
AN ARREST
Make sure that everything Is well
Santa Fe, N. M., May 3. Eugenio marked in accordance with your mov-inscheme. Have the bed and everyCallahan was shot through the shoul
der Sunday night by Constable Eleu thing that belongs with it numbered.
terio Ortega of precinct No. 3. The The place for it is indicated on your
all cupboard and
report of the firing alarmed many of drawing. Number
shelves.
bookcase
the residents of College avenue and
If this plan is carefully carried out
I Was Cured by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's they rushed out into the street to dis
will be no mismating of springs
there
cover the cause of the disturbance,
Vegetable Compound
headboards nor tugging of furniand
while others were just returning home
ture from one room to another.
"Waurika, Okla. "I had female troubles for seven years, was all run down, from the moving picture show and
should have
The housekeeper
IWil.l.i
"TV
and so nervous I made a hasty entrance into their planned not only the last meal In
could not do any- homes.
the old home, but also the first meal
thing. The doctors
It appears that Constable Ortega in the new
treated me for difquarters.
ferent thincs but was trying to arrest Callahan on the Mark a barrel "The first meal" and
did me no good. I charge of disorderly conduct and Calinto this barrel put all the things
got so Daa mat L
could not sleep day lahan resisting, the constable fired. necessary to begin work in the
or night. While in The wound was dressed by a local kitchen footstuffs for a simple meal,
this condition I read surgeon and it is thought it will not
dishes, tablecloth, dish towels, clean
of Lydia E. Pink- rags, soap, matches, etc.
ininrs v egetable prove serious.
on
also
occurred
The
other
and
When the goods are packed the
episode
Compound,
beg:.a it3 use and College avenue and resulted from the housekeeper should get into the new
wrote to Mrs. Pinkham for advice. In
a short time I had gained my average attempt of a drunken man jto' enter home before the packers. If the gas,
weight and am now strong and well." the home of Mounted Policeman Ra- water, fuel, electric light and phone
Mrs. Sallie Stevens, 11. 1 D., JSo, fael Gomez. The man got into the
a
have been attended to she can aoon
S, liox 31, Waurika, Okla.
and there created such a disturb- be keeping house. Visit a near-bAnother Cratef nl Woman.
ance that the mounted policeman waB grocer and take home with you a
Huntington, Mass. "I w an in a nerdown
run
condition
and
tor
three aroused. Then followed the offend- broom and a bottle of milk and other
vous,
years could find no help.
er's prompt arrest He is now in jail. small necessities. If you have these
my present good health to
"I owe
first things sent, the delivery boy
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comwon't find you till the next day. The
belilood
which
and
Purifier
I
pound
IN SESSION AT COLUMBUS
beds will be placed first to be ready
lieve saved my life.
" My doctor knows what helped me
3. Nearly for occupancy. There will be no colColumbus, O., May
and does not say one word against it." 1,500 delegates and visitors are at- lection of furniture in the hall or
Mrs. Mari Janette Bates, Box
tending the annual, state convention any other room, but things will be
134, Huntington, Mass.
Because your case is a difficult one, of the Modern Woodmen of America, carried to their permanent places.
doctors having done you no good, do which began its sessions in Columshould be
Some short curtains
not continue to suffer without giving bus today. The annual reports of the among the bedroom necessities, which
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- officers show that the order has had can
be placed temporarily. The house
pound a trial. It surely has cured
many cases of female ills, such as in- a gratifying growth in Ohio during keeper should have in her handbag
flammation, ulceration, displacements, the past year, the total membership the keys to all trunks, dressers and
fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic
throughout the state now exceeding cupboards, and in a suitcase a work
pains, backache, that bearing-dow- n
46,000.
dress and apron, cleaning rags, etc.
nervous
and
prostration.
feeling,
.
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The Great High Dive;

Monster
Balloon Ascension Every Day

A Cream of

Ferris Wheel;

Tartar Powder

Merry-Go-Roun-

d;

Vaudeville and Moving Pictures

idado from Grapes

A Week of Fun;
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Come and

Bring the Children
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Death Did Not End Russia's Hate
After Count Tolstoy Died the Government Used
Every Means to Estop a
People From Showing the Love They Bore the Great
One of Their Country

LAS VEGAS

v

Many attempts have been made by
the Russian government in recent
years to thwart public initiative and
prevent the expression of public feeling by arbitrary exercise of the police power, says George Kennon, writing in The Outlook; but none of them
has been more indefensible, and none
perhaps has had more evil consequences than the attempt to put gags into the mouths of the millions of
Russians who wished to express publicly their grief at the death of Count
Tolstoy. The body of the great Russian author had hardly left the railway station at Astapova when the administration began to take measures
for the prevention of what it called
"demonstrations" on the part of those
who sorrowed over the count's death
and wished to do honor to his memory. Thousands of citizens of St.
Petersburg and Moscow desired to at
tend the funeral at Yasnaya Polyana;
but, although the ' regular railway
trains thither frdm "both Capitals were
so crowded that passengers stood at
night in the aisles of the day coaches,
the minister of ways and communications refused to put on extra trains
or to increase adequately the num
ber of cars. This lack of railway
transportation compelled the delegations from the Duma and the Mos
cow University Jo go to Yasnaya
Polyana in automobiles. Of course
they arrived too late for the funeral
and had to content themselves with
a visit to the grave by torchlight in
the evening.
In many of the larger cities of the
empire, including St. Petersburg,
Moscow,
Kiev,
Kharkof, Warsaw
and Tomsk, the people tried to have
memorial services of song and prayer in the churches; hut they were informed by the priests that prayers
for Tolstoy, or even prayers "for the
repose of the soul of a man named
Leo," had been strictly forbidden
by the ecclesiastical authorities. They
then organized funeral processions
and attempted to march through the
streets singing the requiem of "Everlasting Remembrance," but they were
soon attacked and dispersed by Cossacks or the police.
Public meetings in honor of Tolstoy were generally prohibited, and
the Pedagogical Society of St. Petersburg was even forbidden to assemble
for the purpose of listening to addresses on "Tolstoy's Views With
Regard to the Education of Children"
and "Tolstoy as an Apostle of
ice and Love." In Odessa the
prefect, General Tolmachef, would
not allow the theaters to close for
one evening as an expression of respect for the memory of the dead;
and in Riga theatrical managers were
officially informed that if they presented scenes from Tolstoy's plays or
allowed actors to recite extracts from
his works they must intersperse
such scenes and recitation with
vaudeville performances. The exhi'
bltion of moving pictures of Tolstoy's
funeral was almost everywhere pro
hibited, and a number of places thea
trical orchestras were forbidden to
play either "Kreutzer Sonata" or
Chopin's funeral march. In Kharkof
the editor of the dally newspaper
"Utra" was adminiBtrat'vely senten
ced to three months' Imprisonment
for requesting the actors in the city
theaters not to play on the night after Tolstoy's death ; and in a dozen
different places individual citizen
were held to account for. rising In
theaters and suggesting to audiences
Self-Sacr- if

,

that they show their respect for

Tol-

stoy by quietly dispersing. In Yalta
booksellers were ordered to take
portalta of Tolstoy out of their windows; in Tula stationers were forbidden to sell picture postcards representing the count on horseback; and
in Nizhni Novgorod the chief of police would not allow the recall of invitations to a dancing party that was
to take place on the day of Tolstoy's
death. Liberal editors, of course, suffered from administrative
lawlessness almost everywhere.
Scores of
them were fined or imprisoned for
praising Tolstoy or referring to his
attitude toward church and state,
thousands of copies of the "Tolstoy
numbers" of leading periodicals were
seized by the police and destroyed.

TTHIS VICINITY has a

clln-atof unsurpassed healthfulness with-out extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300 dayg of
sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
streams or from wells of hot great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly 19 inches, average, occur
ring principally in July and August
The soil la highly fertile anl easy of working, being generally
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower in price than we know of anywhere else
where conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, la proving to be successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
the city is now being constructed.
Mining' developments in the adjacent mountain! are showing up
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality U quarried
'
nearby.
The Peco National Forest, which is near, affords excellent grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost. Stock
raising is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abound in this National Forest,
.
with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are open
all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
V

.

Is there anything in all this world
that is of more importance to you
than good digestion? .Food, must b
eaten to sustain Ufa and must be dl
Rested and converted Into blood. When
the digestion fails the whole body
suffers. Chamberlain's Tablets
are
a rational and reliable cure for Indigestion. They increase the flow of
bile, purify the blood, strengthen the
stomach, and tone up the whole digestive apparatus to a natural and
healthy action. For sale by all
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The expected has happened. Notwithstanding the temporary dullness
in the iron and steel business reported some time ago, the prediction was
made that within a short time there
would be a notable Increase in orders
from railroad companies; and that
is what has occurred.
Orders looked for had been held
back; but the bright crop outlook suggested that within a few weeks the
railroad companies would send in
orders for equipment in expectation
of a large demand for cars with which
to move the crops during the coming summer and autumn. Already this
view has received vindication in the
form of a sudden influx of orders of
that kind.
In certain sections the crops are
sufficiently advanced to indicate that
both acreaces and yield will be
laree. This is particularly true of the
winter wheat belt, while farthernorth
conditions for planting and seeding
have been reported to be particularly
good.

Subscribers desiring address chang-

The railroad companies are among

Remit by draft, check or money
order. II sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
Advertisers
are guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in Northeastern
New Mexico.

information in regard to crop
conditions, and from an accumulation
of reports it is practicable to form
an estimate covering a large area.
The reports being exceptionally favorable this season, the managers of
the railroads are driven to the ne
cessity of placing orders at once for
equipment. These orders cannot be
fliipd in a day. It will probably re
quire all the time from now until
the harvest to turn out the equipment needed in case orders continue
to come In.
Three important factors in busi
are Involved the
ness prosperity
and the steel
railroad
farmers, the
mills. With these three actively employed, the general business of the
Alcountry cannot fail to be good.
and
Is
bright,
together the outlook
it is becoming more and more so
every day.

ed please state both the old and the the first to perceive a promising
new address.
dition of thjs kind. Their agents

Entered at the Postoffice at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmission through the United States Mails
aa second class matter.
WEDNESDAY,

MAY

3, 1911.

THE BOY SCOUT MOVEMENT
The Boy Scout organization has
spread rapidly and effectively. The
colonies of the United States luve
troojva of Boy Scouts affiliated with
the Hoy Scouts of America. In Manila,, P. I., the Canal zone, San Juan,
Porto Rico and la Honolulu, Hawaii,
there are patrols of scouts who are
being trained in various activities. In
addition the movement has spread to
Cuba and Mexico.
In the various territories the troops
of Boy Scouts have been organ tz 3d
the
by Americans who appreciate
value of spreading the principles of
realize that the
scoutcraft. They
not
Scout
activities
only train the
lioy
boys mentally and physically, hut also develop patriotism. The boys have
been trained to salute the flag, and
to do many other things emphasizing the principles of American citizenship, it is the hope of the scout
leaders and the other men Interested
in i lie Boy Scout work in the territories that the boys will help In
arousing still greater respect among
che natives of the respective colonies for the American principles and
Institutions.
H, E. Shaffer, scout commissioner
for Porto Rico, who has several hundred boy scouts under his charge,
writes that the organization is in reality the only patriotic organization
on the island; that the boys by their
example to their brothers and fathers
are really working a revolution in the
attitude of Porto Ricans toward
Americans. Similar efficient work is
being done la the Philippines by
6. Brown, scout commissioner
of Manila. He has organized several
patrols of Boy Sconts, and is planning to form a troop of Filipino Boy
Scouts. Down in the Panama canal
zone, Boy Scout patrols have been
formed In Gorgona, Satun, and in
several places. Intrusted men of these
places are working actively with the
boys and already have accomplished remarkable results. In Honolulu,
Paul Super, and Robert S. Gaulthave
several patrols of Boy Scouts, and
have put them through many of the
Boy Scout stunts. The boys in dif
are
territories
ferent
playing
American games, go camping, and are
urged to do good turns, and above al
to be careful In making clear to
the real principles of
foreigners
American citizenship. Gault reports
that his boys took part recently in a
great floral parade, the chief event
of the year there; he also says that
the boys have gone on hikes, camping, and have collected many interesting shells. In the Philippines
Scouts recently particl.
the Boy
pated in a carnival. H. S. Shaffer, of San Juan reports that his
scouts have engaged in signalling,
first aid and
training; and
jjhat they have climbed the highest
mountain on the Islands, and .were
the first boys there to reach the top.
usto Ledesina has charge of the Boy
Scout troops in Placetas, Cuba, Alfred A. Stewart is working among the
Boy Scouts of the City of Mexico.
d
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LABOR AM) MAY DAY
Labor may congratulate itself as a
whole on the passing of another
Conditions
day.
May
peaceable
throughout the country are generally
encouraging and creditable to both
of the seemingly
"sides,"
inevitable controversy between those
who labor and those who employ.
With the exception of a few disturbances here and there In the shape
of minor strikes. May day was un
eventful and there was a very grati
fying absence of acrimony a situation which the prevalence of wise
counsels will perpetuate.
The most glaring departure, from
this near approach to "ah era of
good feeling" is the continuance of
the rabid attitude of labor leaders in
the matter of the dynamiting out
rages in Los Angeles and elsewhere.
The rank and file of organized labor
must inevitably, on sober second
thought, come to the state of mind,
displayed already by those conservaunions and
tive and
leaders who utterly repudiate assassi
nation by thugs pretending to represent union labor. Those who foster
this "class antagonism" will bring
about the very result which they accuse the employing "interests' of
attempting to achieve suspicion and
hostility on the part of the general
public. The raising of a million-do- l
lar defense fund, the indiscriminate
denunciation of all who took part In
the apprehension of alleged crim
inals, th fooliBh cry of "conspiracy,"
"fake" and "plants" these things
tend to overshoot the mark and re
act against those in whose behalf
they are instituted.
orAll talk about "assassinating
rubbish.
is
labor"
Nobody
ganized
wants to do anything of the kind.
It couldn't be done If It 'should be
tried. Even the conviction of "innocent" men could not possibly mill
tate against other innocent men or
any organization properly
against
conducted. If the accused dynamiters
should be hanged tomorrow and they
were really the vlctfms of a "conspiracy," the fact would not "assassinate" union labor but would, on the
contrary, redound to its benefit in
the future. But if they are guilty,
the wisest course for the labor lead-es-r
to pursue would be to repudiate
them on behalf of labor, organized or
unorganized, for labor can have no
deadlier foes than murderous criminals in its own ranks.
There is no legitimate use to which
a million dollars can be put in securing justice for anybody accused
of even the most heinous crimes. If
these men are guilty they ought to
be punished. If they are innocent It
will not take a million . dollars to
prove It. Innocent or guilty, they are
entitled to the fullest protection of
their legal rights. But the wild talk
labor" grows
about "assassinating
stale with iteration. Organized labor
may commit suicide, but labor cannot be assassinated.
d

matter of taste, aln't it? Some folks
ues it longer an eome snorter.

"But you do boil It?
.
Cer'n'y, ma'am, I biles It. Pussun-Iy- ,
I always thought dat two hours
A big .handsome lawyer from one
of the' Southern states presented him- was long enough to bile any tea. Yo'
self at the door of the supreme court kin git de stren'th outer any kind of
when there was an Important case tea in dat time." LIppincott's.
'
being argued. He passed by the long
i
Rev. Charley F. Aked at a dinner
line of people waiting patiently foi
their turn to come, but was 'sudden- praised those "clergymen who work
ly halted at the entrance to the chain, without j thought of popularity or
v :.
wealth.
A
ber.
"Are you a member of the bar?"
"There, are some people." said Dr.
asked the doorkeeper.
Aked, "who seem to regard a min"Well er no, not exactly; but I'm ister's life as did a little Liverpool
a practicing lawyer."
boy.
"Then you'll have to stand in line
"Well, Reginald,' I once said to
this boy, what are you going to be
back there," was the response.
The Southerner turned away after when you grow up?'
" A. preacher, sir, Reginald anpressing his point a little longer.
There was an old, white-hairenegro swered promptly. 'There are always
standing near him in the corridor, such good dinners when- the preacher
comes. "Washington Star.
and to him the lawyer said:
"Look here, uncle; this Is an outA Northerner asked a Cracker if
rage. Why, I have practiced law for
he
fellow
won't
and
that
thought- - he could get a new pair
years,
thirty
'of
me
in
there."
let
suspenders at the .ferry store. Af
"Well, boas," replied the old darky, ter he had ridden on, the
asked: "Pap,
looking up at him respectfully, "dat's son of the Cracker
all so, I guess; but you got to be what's them?"
"I reckon they be galluses," was
powerful keerful round heah,, fo' if
dede ain't nobody left to 'peal to but the reply.
to git
"But, pap, what's he
LIppincott's.
'
a par fur? D'ye reck'n he's got two
"No," said Eben Slocum, "we aren't par o' briches?" LIppincott's.
much given to surprise parties or comThe mother heard a great combination gifts here in Cedarvllle, but
as of cyclones mixed up with
we
band
motion
do
once in a while
together,
when we see real need. For Instance, battering rams and she hurried upwe gave Lem Fowler a load o' good stairs to discover what was the matshingles last spring seven or eight ter. There she found Tommie sitof us neighbors did."
ting In the middle of the floor 'with
"How did that happen?" asked the a broad smile on his face.
summer resident.
"Oh, Mamma," said he, delightedly,
"It happened after more or less "I've locked Grandpa and Uncle
talk about the way Lem's roof leaked," George in the cupboard, and when
said Slocum, "and considerable feel- they get a little angrier I am going
ing about the way. that boy o' his cut to play Daniel in the lion's den."
LIppincott's.
up in school an' in church.
"We sent the load with a kind of
an explanatory note to Lem, and he "A Harvard professor says women
took the shingles and made good use are much more able than men to
stand physical hardships.".
of 'em both ways."
"Well, It's true. If men stepped
"Both ways?" echoed the listener.
looked
backward
from street cars, how many
Slocum
and
"Why, yes,"
rather tried at such an exhibition of of them would survive?" Chicago
dullness. "We wrote him that we Record Herald.
cal'lated by the way his roof leaked
"Did you succeed in getting that
an' his boy acted that he was ouf o
to
to engage you?
afford
buy
couldn't
and
manager
shingles,
'twas plain
"Yes. He is going to let me play
any, I should" think
'
the part of a walking gentleman."
enough. 'Twas to Lem, anyway."
"Well, you can walk all right, so
Youth's Companion.
you'll merely have to learn the other
A young Boston lawyer who is go-i- n part." Judge.
'
. to be married in April, met an
sentence
a
using
can
married
"Who
was
give
other young lawyer who
the teawar last year on the street inurs- - the word pendulum?"-aske- d
They exchanged fel cher.
day evenlnfe.
Little Rachel's hand shot up. The
icitations and inquiries.
nodded encouragingly.
teacher
bothers
me,
Th onlv thins that
was invented by
"Lightning
the
explained
Franklin."
Of
Everybody's Magman, "is the subject of expense.
this
azine.
into
not
course I'm
plunging
thing with my eyes shut, but"
"
"My hero dies In the middle of
Now. look here," Interrupted the
the young
experienced benedict. "I'll tell you my latest novel," said
half
author.
an absolute fact. I don't spend
"That's a grave mistake," replied
the money I did before I was marthe editor. "He should not die beried."
Con"You don't?" exclaimed the other. fore the reader does." Atlanta
stitution.
"How do you work that?"
Boston
"I don't have it to spend.
Traveler.
PERFECT HEALTH $1.00
Physicians agree that an improper"Dr. J. H. Jowett believes it is the ly purified blood supply has everynot the congregation's thing to do with the general health
minister's,
fault, if the church doesn't go."
of the individual. Unless you breathe
The sneaker, a member of the Fifth property sufficient air Is not .taken
Avenue Presbyterian church, smiled into the lungs to revitalize your
and continued:
blood to repair the bodily waste in a
"Dr. Jowett once told me of the
proper manner.
old lady who always went to s'eep
Jhe Rexall Shoulder Brace com
during sermon time.
proper breathing in that It neces
pels
"Whv don't you take snuff during sitates the wearer assuming a corre
the sermon?" the minister said to
position, thus assuring a sufficient
her. "That will keep you awake.'
quantity of air being taken into the
"Why don't you put the snurf in lunes to give new life to the blood
your sermon, sir?' retorted the old This brace is light, cool, comfortable
lady." Los Angeles Times.
doesn't interfere with the circulation, and the wearer is unconscious
Among the applicants for the cook- of Its presence except as an Incorrect
ship in a Richmond household was attitude is assumed.
a rather dashing yellow girl. The
Bearing the highest endorsement
lady of the house was rather doubt of medical authorities, we can unful as to the ability of the mulatto,
hesitatingly recommend this brace to
and therefore propounded more than
those who need such an appliance
...
the usual number of questions to her.
n Aat. 1 i .
Wltn every assurance iuai ii win uu
but
Some were fairly satisfactory,
all that Is claimed for It
when the interrogatories touched the
We have the Rexall Shoulder Brace
question of making tea the negot'a
all sizes. Prices $1.00. Can be
in
off.
declared
tions were
obtained
"
only at our store The Rex"How long do you boil tea
E. G. Murphey.
Store.
all
''dat's
the
said
girl,
"Well, ma'am,"
,
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TODAY'S COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL NEWS
NEW YORK STOCKS

to

,

Vt.

cents

at

down,

to

52?i

52

New York, (Wall Street) May 3. and declined to 52.
' There was quite a little selling
A heavy tone developed in the
July started a
pressure in oats.
early trading on the Stock' Exchange shade lower at 32
cents, touched
today. Mexican Railroad second pre- 32
and fell to 32.
ferred lost
Lehigh Valley 1;J A big run of hogs made provisions
Southern Pacific and Westinghouse weak. First sales were 5 to 17
; Reading
electric
and Union cheaper with July delivery $14-9Pacific and Southern railway
for lard
The to $15.05 for pork; $8.07
losses were extended in all directions and $8.07
for ribs.
some of the important stocks making
Closing quotations were as follows:
declines of a' point or more below Wheat, July 88; Sept. 87. The
for July;- a
yesterday's closing before the selling close was steady at 88
ceased. Covering by the shorts and net loss of
per cent.. Corn, July
the execution of some supporting orSept. 53. The close was
a net
ders, caused a sharp fractional re- steady, however, at
bound. Atchison was bought freely decline of
cent. Oats, July
and advanced to 110. The market
Pork, July
Sept
grew stronger before the noon hour $14.92. Lard, July 8.02;
Sept.
and substantial recoveries from the $8.12. Ribs,
July $7.957.97;
low level were the rule. Internation- Sept. $7.97.
al Harvester gained 5V4; American
Agricultural, Chemical and American
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Cotton Oil
Trading diminished
Kansas City, May 3. Cattle Reon the rebound, but stocks held firm
Native
ceipts 4.000. Market steady.
at the higher prices. Bonds were steers
steers
southern
$5.206.10;
firm.
$ 4.25
5.60; southern cows and heifThe closing quotations were as fol- ers
cows'
and
$3.254.75; native
'
lows:
heifers $3.006.00; stockers
and
63
Amalgamated Copper
feeders $4.755.75; bulls $3.755.00;
118
American Beet Sugar
calves $4.006.50; western steers
Atchison
:..110 $4.505.80; western cows $3.255.0D.
128
Great Northern, pfd.
14,000.
Market
Hogs Receipts
107
New York Central
weak to 5 cents lower. ' Bulk of sales
125
Northern Pacific
$5.805.95; heavy $5.805.90; pack
157
Reading
ers and butchers-$5.8- 0
5.95; lights
116
Southern Pacific
s
$5.906.00.
179
Union Pacific
6,000.
Market
Sheep
Receipts
76
United States Steel.'.
lambs
strong. Muttons $3.504.30;
119
United States Steel, pfd
$4.805.90; fed wethers and year

1;

-

52';

52,
31.

32;

1.

'

$4.44(35.4;
$3.2504.60; yearlings
4.taoi
lambs $4.256.10; western
6.25.

OMAHA LIVE STOCK

Omaha, May 3. Cattle Receipts
Market steady to easier. Na5,300.
tive steers $5.006.$$; cows and heifers $3.25g5.75; western steers $3.75
Texas steers $3.255.10;
I&5.30;
range cows and heifers 3.005.00;
canners $2.754.23; stockers and
calves $4.00
feeders $3.505.60;
6.25; bulls, stags, etc., $3.754.90.
Hogs Receipts 17,200. Market 10
to 15 cents lower.
Heavy $5.40

$3.555.70.
Yearlings
Sheep Receipts 1,300.
$4.40
4.90; wehters $4.104.60; ewes
$3.504.35; lambs $a.256.10.
ST. LOUIS WOOL
3.
Wool Mark ;t
May
Territory and western
unchanged.
mediums 1517; fine mediums 13
15; fine 1112.

St.

CHICAGO

GRAIN

QUOTATIONS

Chicago, May 3. Bearish cable
news gave a downturning to wheat.
European markets showed no excitement over the advance here yesterday, but acted in response to predictions of liberal shipments from the
Argentine Republic. The crop outlook was more favorable, good rains
having occurred in western Kansas
and Nebraska. Opening prices were
to 1 cent lower, May leading. July
a loss of
to
started at
cents; but steadied around the
lower level on reports of better
weather and eased off.
In the corn market, July opened 'A

8888,

per
lars

MONEY

Call money
Prime mercantile
Mexican
per cent.

per cent.

34

NEW YORK METAL
3. Lead
New York. Mav
dull:
4.40 4.50; Standard copper dull, spot

ii.euii.70;
ver

53.

July

ll.6511.75.

Cattle Receipts
18,000.
Market weak. Beeves $5.00
Texas steers $4.605.50
6.10;
western steers $4.805.65; stockers
and feeders $4.005.45; cows and
heifers $2.405.40; calves $4.O05.75,
25,000.
Market
Hogs Receipts
weak to . cents lower.
Lgiht $5.70
6.15; mixed $5.706.05; heavy $5.55
5.95; rough $5.555.70; good to
choice heavy $5.705.95; pigs $5.50
6.0(1; bulk of sales $5.856.00.
Market
Sheep Receipts 20,000.
steady. Native $3.004.60; western
3.

.

Warning to Railroad Men
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me.,

sends out this warning to railroaders:
"A conductor on the railroad,
my
work caused a chronic inflammation
of the kidneys, and I was miserable
and all played out. A friend advised
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
I commenced taking them, I began to
regain my strength. The inflammation cleared and I am far better than-- '
I have been for twenty years. The
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
of the past and VI highly recommend
Foley Kidney Pills." Q. G. Scahefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
The Optic sella itself.

20 percent Discount

Skirts
this week at Bacharach's
JUST WHY THIS IS

5--

P.

i

'(

boy a fine, new

that is worth having, that will
give service and answer the purpose, will be found
at Bacharach's,

Spear Straw Hats for
Girls and Boys

Spear Caps
for Boy's

Of 2 to 15 years. Sometimes
hard to get, aren't they? We
have them.

A very complete"! stock of
new styles and shapes. 35c
to 75c each.

Shoes and Oxfords Hose and Half Hose
for Hen, Women
for Men Women
and Children
and Children
THE BEST

MAKES

KNOWN

THE RIGHT

STYLES AT THE RIGHT PRICES

f

'J A clock that will
AlarmSrings only at time to awaken
cent for cash.
give service Three dollars less
Clock.
Dollar
have
the
We also
,
you".';
10 per

One of the advantages of dealing with Bach- arach's is that practically everything can be
bought here. When you have bought silk stockings here and want some pairs of inexpensive hose
for hard service, it is never necessary to go elsewhere for them. The best values in low priced
hosiery, at say i2c a pair are here just as well as
the best values at a dollar or more.

of merchandise

ALARM CliOGK
H' s

I

ALL SERVICE S

ITAfter you have bought your

AN EIGHT DAY
i

Suits this
weekQat Bacharach's

On all Boy's

suit for dress up, you can also find the best play
blouses here for 49c that that little price will buy
anywhere. It is so all over the store. Every grade

Something Newand Practical

EVERY PAIR ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED. A
NEW PAIR GIVEN FOR EACH PAIR
NOT SATISFACTORY

;

i

ir at

Store of Quality

Railroad

ROBERT J. TAUPEJRT
606 Douglas Avenue, Las Vegas, New Mexiqp,

The

515-51- 7

Avenue
n

Sil- -

ST. LOUIS SPELTER
St. Louis, May 3. Spelter, steady,

LIVE STOCK

On all Women's

1

--

padol-

45.

d

'

2

$."i.30.

CHICAGO
Chicago, May

i5 per cent Discount

Pen-julu-

2

ewes

3.755.oo; fed western
$3.504.10.

Louis,

NEW YORK
New York, May 3.
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lings

$5.555.65; light $5.65
$5.005.70; bulk of sales

5.70; mixed
5.80; pigs
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Tbe

Prescriptionlst

BURGLARS.

PERSONALS
C.

C.

ITER BALLOONIST

HAS BIG CROWD OUT

GREENBERGER

CLOSE CALL IN

TO ENJOY THE

STORE

ALIGHTING

CARNIVAL

Fleck has gone to Wagon
a business trip.
Benigno Romero returned last night
from a trip to Albuquerque.
Mrs. M. E. Milner of
Kinsley. Kan.,
is visiting friends in Las
Vegas.
BOLD ROBBERY LAST NIGHT OR AERONAUT
CAME LAST NIGHT'S OPENING INSURES
ED BARTELL
P. S. Spellman of Pueblo.
Colo.,
MORNING
IN
EARLY
A WEEK OF MFRRY-MAKININ
THIS
OF '
NETWORK
DOWN
is in Las Vegas
looking after busi-nse- s
RETAIL
DISTRICT
FOR EVERYBODY
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES
affairs.
Mound on

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

M. W. Happ, a
prominent resident
of Trinidad, was among the business

While making a parachute descent
Gaining an entrance through a
small window eight feet above the after a trial
flight at 8 o'clock this
level of the sidewalk, after having
Eddie Bartell, the balloonfailed to get in through the cellar, morning
who
ist
accompanies the Leonard
burglars early this morning ransacked the store of M. Greenberger, Amusement company, experienced a
corner of Grand and Lincoln avenues. narrow escape from serious injury.
The thieves made away with several Bartell alighted in a network of elec-triWINTERS DRUG CO.
articles of merchandise and a small
light wires on Center Btreet
amount of money, which had been
in front' of Charles RosenPhoue Main 3
left in the cash register. Mr. Green- thal's store. The parachute came
berger says the money taken was less down on top of him. The man was
than flO although he does not know left hanging fifteen feet from the
the exact amount. It will be neces- street, covered with several folds cf
sary to take an invoice to determine canvas and entangled in ropes and
what goods, were stolen, although U wires. Before Bartell could descend
We
is not believed the loss will be great. in safety to the ground it was necesReceived a Lot of
The burglars entered through one sary to procure a wagon and step
of the small windows in the side of ladder.
the building which tends along FounBartell struck astride the wires.
tain square. An entire pane of glass His only injury was the loss of severwas broken out and the intruders de- al pieces of cuticle from his leg. Had
scended into the store by means of the wires been alive or had they
a traveling ladder, which as luck broken Bartell might have been killed.
would have It, the clerks had left, He says, however, that he has simi
standing directly in front of the win- lar escapes frequently and has be
dow. The thieves attempted to re- come innured to danger.move a small metal compartment :n
In Bulk
Bartell's flight this morning was
at
cash
the
the
cutting
register
by
the
prettiest balloon ascension ever
and
wood iwork to which It was fastened seen here. The balloon rose directly
PROPER OBSERVANCE
Package
They gave up the job, however, with- from the vacant lot south of the
out doing much damage to the regis Closson rooming house on Jackson
OF MEMORIAL DAY ter. The box contained no money and avenue to a height of several hunFrom'Barteldes Seed
had the burglars secured it they dred feet. When Bartell cut loose
Co. It will pay you
would have done so after a lot of his parachute he appeared' a mere
tb see our line before
LAS VEGAS POST OF THE G. A. R
hard work.
speck in the sky. On his way down
elsewhere.
WILL ARRANGE IMPRESSIVE
An attempt was made to enter the Bartell did a few hair raising stunts
PROGRAM
The on the trapeze bar of his parachute.
building through the cellar.
outer doors of the cellar are located Bartell has perfect control of his
Preparations for the observance of in a small areaway in the rear. They parachute and is able to alight prac
Memorial day are being made by the are of wood reinforced with sheet tically where he chooses. He did
Grocer and Butcher.
Las Vegas post of the Grand Army iron. By the use of heavy tools, not pick out the place where he
Republic. It is planned by the probably crow bars, the doors were came down this morning, however, as
old soldiers to make the day this forced open. Btu the burglars were he intended to, alight in the street.
year one long to be remembered by unable to open the door at the head
the people of thiB city. Though they of the stairs leading from the cellar
Teacher What change takes place
are gradually growing fewer In num to the first floor. This door is cov
water freezes?
when
close
so
In
the
iron
and
fits
veterans
them
have
bers the
ered with sheet
(innocently) A change in
Tommy
or
crow
bars
use
jimof
armies
the
of
and
the
that
fire
grand
ly
spirit
I
guess
Harper's Weekly.
price,
'
Deco
mies is almost impossible.
Seeing
in which they fought and their
WAIST PATTERNS ration
will demonstrate their efforts blocked In this direction
Day
EVErt HAVE IT?
this as a' real fact. Committees will the burglars resorted to the window.
The window that was entered is
be appointed at the next meeting of
dldectly in the glare of the electric if You Have,1 the Statement of This
the post to look after every detail.
East Las Vegas Citizen Will InFor this
Decoration day always occurs on arc light on the corner.
octerest You
the
believed
three
be
is
reason
will
30.
burglary
it
it
This
year
May
weeks from next Tuesday. On Sun curred in the early morning when
must
"
Ever have a
pain In the
day, May 28, Memorial Sunday will be few people were abroad. It
ladder
use
a
to
been
have
soldiers
necessary
back,
old
marching
the
observed,
In the "small," right over the hips?
in a body to listen to a patriotic ser to reach the window.
That's the home of the backache.
It is suspected that the burglary
Stamped on Fine Voile and mon. The post has not yet made
Sun- was committed by some followers or ' It's caused by sick kidneys.
Memorial
the
for
arrangements
Marquesette in the latest styles In
The po
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
day sermon but will do so soon. haneerson of the carnival.
and
clews
several
on
it.
to
cure
Join
knots
French
are
are
lice
working
citizens
for
planning
beading,
Many
designs
East Las Vegas people endorse this.
G. A. R in making the observ- some arrests are likely.
the
and Bulgarian embroidery)
John A. Ross, who owns the build' Read a case of it:.
ance of Decoration Day an approP. Ciddio, 506 Grand Ave., East Las
the
in
one
city.
universal
and
says it has been damaged $25
ing,
priate
Vegas, N. M. says: "I am as strong
by the burglary.
in my praise of Doan's Kidney Pills
LesEmbroidery
today as when I publicly testified in
sons on the New
their favor two years ago. I had a
SCORES
BASEBALL
TODAY'S
French Knots and
CARNEGIE LIBRARY
ereat deal of trouble from my back.
Bulgarian Work.
There was a steady dull ache through
National League
my loins and right side and stooping
WELL PATRONIZED caused
sharp twinges. I believe that
3.
In
Boston 4; Philadelphia
Thru waiat oattenrs come
was responsible for the trou
work
my
Pittsburg 8; St. Louis 4.
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obliged to alt in a cramp
I
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following patterns:
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ed position so much. Prompt relief
CROSS STITCH DESIGNS
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Pills and the contents of one box
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3.
completely cured me. I had no re
Boston .6;, j Washington
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books
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of
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gifts
of the books
ABLE CATARRH CURE
Stamping of all kinds done here.
States.
Judge Thomas Smith formerly of Las
Remember the 'name Doan's and
230 books and twenty
donated
Vegas
AT THE
Pour a few drops of HYOMEI (pro
no other.
take
During
added
by
purchase.
Into the hard rubnounced High-o-me-)
ADril the library was well patron
ber inhaler and. you can then breathe r,A . 1 no7 hooks were loaned ana
ivv j
10
into the lungs the very same antisep 1.754
5,
persons visited the building.
would
tic, germ killing air as you
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were issued to twenty-on- e
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kuitiw in the Australian forests of new patrons, several new mas
CO. OFFICE
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me
so
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And
pleasant to use;
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wrid'a
breath
like to; use it; when you
"The Liter
THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE you'll
Geographic Magazine."
i the effect on the inflamed catarrh
contributed by
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being
COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Digest"
ary
Infected and germ ridden membrane
New York. N. Y.
Mrs. E. J. McWenie and "The Spirit
is soothing and healing.
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iwiaainna" bv Mra. Whitmore. The
1910:
To December 31st,
In five minutes you get such won
$572,859,062.9s derful relief that you will know that librarian, Miss Rebecca Rowland, in
A8Sets
her monthly report acknowledges the
Liabilities & Reserves.. $572,859,062.98 at last you have a cure for catarrh.
services of the following ladies who
WATSON.
or
Manager.
C.
O.
A HYOMEI outfit which consists
her duties ..during
after
Colo.
looked
Pueblo,
'
one bottle of HYOMEI, a hard rubber
several days? Mrs.
of
illness
be'st ofrna-- .
her
nacket inhaler, a medicine dropper
Mrs.
Chap
N.
Mary
W.
Rosenthal,
of
costs
Instructions for use,
J. M. Howell, a popular druggist
Cham- and simple
man and Mrs. Clifford McClanahari.
Creensburg. Ky., says, "WeInuse
K
$1.00, and extra bottle of HYO
only
own
our
berlain's Cough Remedy
costs
only
needed,
afterward
if
household and know it is excellent MEI,
NOTICE
Kn cents.
For sale by all druggists.
my stepson, having
Donald
Turner,
An besides catarrh, remember that
will not be reEpon
I
home,
my
left
asthcure
wvrwicr la sraaranteed to
sible for any obligations he may in
crmm. broncihtls, coughs, corns
m
cur nor will I be responsible for his
t
sore throat, or money bacK. nxu-mtp' '
BUILDER
druggists acts, v
1a Bold by leading
i CONTRACTOR and
H.
TURNER.
E.
Phone Main 357.
Ivorvwhere. and by E. O. Murphey. jl7w-- IV) ,
Estimates Furnished on au runas
HyoBooth's
from
free
Trial sample
a Specialty.
Building Job Woik
The best seller, The Optic.
Y.
'
Opposite Optic mel' Co., Buffalo, N.
Phone Main 336
visitors in Las Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Ottwell of Philadelphia,' ire in Las Vegas on a tour
of the southwest. They are stopping
at the Castaneda.
.Captain, George E. Morrison went
this afternoon to Nolan where he
will make surveys for a small in
gatlon system. He will be gone several days.
Miss Helen Rapp, who had been here
visiting at the home of D. T. Hos-kinreturned this afternoon to her
home In- Santa Fe. She accompanied
Major R. C. Rankin, assistant territorial traveling auditor, who went to the
capital on an official business visit.
William E. Gortner, Charles W. 0.
Ward and JesBe Roof will leave tonight for Denver, where they will
make arrangements for bringing to
Las Vegas, a car load of Ford autos.
One of the cars la to be the property
of Mr. Ward, who is looking forward
to putting it to practical use in his
trips to various parts of the district.
s,

Have
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MARQUESETTE

A big crowd attended

the opening

the Greater Las Vegas band's
street carnival last night and was

of

entertained by the many attractions
furnished by the Leonard Amusement
company. The big triangle was filled
with happy people, Jollying each other
and throwing confetti until 11 o'clock.
All the big show tents were crowded
and .the
Ferris wheel
and other
apparatus
were patronized liberally.
The big crowd was well pleased
with its journey to Fountain Square
and will return tonight, bringing Its
wives,, children, friends and neighbors and the square will be packed
from end to end. One of the best
things that can be said for the Leon
ard Amusement company is that it
provides clean amusement. A visit
to every attraction leaves one well
pleased with his expenditures of time
and money as he has bad good en
tertainment of the kind that is morally wholesome.
.
Among the popular attractions is
the Daniel Boone theater. Here motion pictures of a high class are
shown. The program is changed at
each show. The Old Plantation is
another meritorious show. A troupe
of negro singers and dancers furnish
an excellent program that is well
worth witnessing. The Diving Girl
is another stunt that is a thriller.
The lady dives into a tank filled with
water and remains an incredibly long
time. Her record is teh minutes. At
one performance last night she stay
ed under water four minutes. The
Ossified Man no, he doesn't drink- -is
a real curiosity. He is as hard as
stone and possesses the use of his
head and arms only. , You couldn't
hurt him if you stuck a pin clear
through him. The Ossified Man, how- has one bad habit he smokes all the
time.
It would take a long time to tell

Made of wide striped blue convas

Lace Curtain Stretcher

$1.95

With easel back, the best kind on the market (like cut)
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ROSENTHAL
all there is to be said about the attractions
at the carnival.- - But
special mention should be made of
the merry-g- o
round. This is the most
liberally partonized attraction on the
ground. The management, however,
does not take advantage of the big
crowds and cut the rides short. Instead, It makes them generously long.
The Greater Las Vegas band furnishes music during each evening performance.

In the Wake of the Measles
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She says: "One bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound completely
cured him and he has never been
bothered since." Croup,
whooping
cough, measles, cough all yield to Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. The
genuine is in the yellow package alO. G.
ways. Refuse substitutes.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
chickens to you. At the Lobby, of course.
In

Willie I'm raising 600
on a five foot lot.
Giles That's nothing. You ought
to see the relatives my wife is taking
care of In our flat. Puck.

It Is In The Optic If, It happens
whether In Las Vegas or elsewhere
In the world.
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'Military Belt"
For the tall woman,
or one of slender figure, who wants extreme style with per-- f
ecthygienic comfort.
Long lines give a'
chie and lissome effect even to women of
medium build; while
slender women become almost sylph-
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But such comfort!
And this corset induces one to walk
erectly and breathe

ly given.
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per limbs to the
last degree. But
the pressure relaxes when you sit
down and you are
as comfortable as
if you had no cor-

cheerful'

Frank Kevell,

W

An instant success, because it does
more for a stout woman than any other
corset ever made.
The long skirt
comes well to tho
front, and reduces
back, hips and up-

like.

First clss work,
and
terials is my

motto.
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will be a week of special demonstration with Nemo Corsets at our store.

Nemo No. 305
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not yet tried these popular and satisfying corsets, visit our Corset Department
this week and have their many advantages explained to you. There is a model especially
adapted to every figure Let us find one for you. $2.00 to $5.00.
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Our Constitution Easy of Amendment
Compared With Those of Other States
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THE LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

THE

HANDLED

At this time there are a number of except perhaps Missouri. It will be
at Washington found that where one instrument remere majority of those elecSOCIETY AND BUSINESS
whose purpose seems to be the de- quires a
tors voting on the proposition, that
laying of statehood. One alleged rea- It will be usually offset by a more
son which these gentlemen give for
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Brothstringent requirement in regard to CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
the constitution
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
lately submission. Also where submission is
opposing
A. M. Regular comadopted by the people of this terri- easy there is usually a requirement
Thursday of each month, eighth
munication first and
thirtieth breath. Visiting
tory Is that it is difficult of for a majority of all the votes ca3t
run,
to
eacl
It is very noticeable, at the election. This Is found is such V 'fVV thlrd Tnur8da7 broth.
amendment.
brothers always welcome to the
month.
Visiting
W. O. Wood, sachem;
however, that, in their speeches states as Arkansas, Maryland, Minnewigwam.
CV
era cordially invited.
and arguments, they refrain from
David Flint, chief of records and
H.
Nebraska and Ohio.
Chas.
W.
sota,
M.;
H.
William
Stapp.
it with the constitucollector of wampum.
comparing
By making a research any one will
tions of other states. They do , not convince himself that Instead of the Sporleder, Secretary.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
say that it is more difficult to amend the
proposed constitution being diffi- LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
fourth Tuesday evening of each
than organic laws generally. They do cult of amendment It Is actually one
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
month at O. R, C. balL Visiting
not take the people Into their confi- of a half dozen
Is
Tues-,revision.
of
It
conctave second
easy
Brothers
are cordially Invited. G.
dence and tell them what other states
significant that the gentlemen who
day in each month at Ma
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- - W.
have thought wise in this connection. are so
Dnever
ready to criticise it, have
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
Optic's Number, Main 2.
Condon, Secretary
It might be well to place before the had the
to compare with the Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
temerity
of New Mexico the facts in
people
organic laws of other states. Why corder.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVERF. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
regard to the provisions made for the they have refrained from doing so is
TISEMENTS
day evenings each month, at Fra
amendment of the various constituNO. 3,
CHAPTER
Flva cent per line each Insertion. tions and let them make the compari- evident. Can ail of these gentlemen LAS VEGAS
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
ROYAL. ARCH MASONS Regular
be ignorant of the facts?
Estimate six ordinary words to a son.
Brothers cordially Invited to attend.
Monday
convocation first
J. S. WILSON',
line. No ad to occupy less space than
B. F. McQuire, President; E. C.
To submit an amendment to the
in each month at Ma
Attorney-at-Law- .
two lines. All advertisements charg- New Mexico constitution
Ward, Secretary.
7:30
requires
at
p.
sonic Temple,
Raton, N. M May 2, 1911.
ed will be booked at space actually
of all the members elected to
m. J. A. Rutledge, H- - KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
"V
set, without regard to number of each branch of the legislature, voting
p. Ch.. H. 'sporleder. NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
PETITION OF BANKRUPT
words. Cash in advance preferred.
separately, provided however, that at
In the District Court of the United secretary.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
the first regular session he'd after States for the Fourth Judicial Dis
building.
Visiting members are cor
E
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O.
the expiration of two years from the trcit of the
Territory of New Mexico.
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton, O. K-- ;
Thurs
fourth
and
second
S.
Meets
time the constitution goes Into ef- In the matter of
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
Felipe N. Lucero,
WANTED A good man with team, fect and each eight years thereafter
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
Bankrupt. In Bankrupcy.
M.
Matron;
to rent farm. Land already for a majority may submit amendments To the Honorable Clarence J. RobTripp, Worthy
Agnes
O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
Proposed amendments must be ratiseed. Apply 1055 Sixth street.
1.
of
Meets every Monday evening at
Court
of
District
the
erts, Judge
fied by a majority of the electors
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
hall on Sixth street. All visit
New Mexico:
their
of
the
Territory
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
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First class cook, good voting thereon provided that the afN. Lucero, of Las Vegas, in
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
Felipe
firmative vote be equal to forty
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than that of a large number of states he was duly adjudged
der the Acts of Congress relating to
Visiting Knights are LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
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Situation by experienced and is much less so than that of most.
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
invited.
Bankruptcy; that he has duly sur
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Martin, Keeper
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admission of this state. The provision
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Records and Seal.
of that state requires that the pro- bankruptcy.
assistant deputy. VlBiting Nelgh-Wherefore he prays that he may be
posed amendment shall be approved,
bors are cordially invited.
EGGS, EGGS Thoroughbred .single not by forty per cent of the electors, decreed by the court to have a full BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
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Dated this 1st day of May, 1911.
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careless voter thus voted for and that notice thereof be
Every
15.
gas
.
published
day of the month in the vestry
the proposed amendment.
In the Las Vegas Dally Opttc, a news
Chester A. Hunker
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 Geo. H- Hunker
There are a large number of states
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all dem. Visiting brothers are
paper printed in said district, and
o'clock
p.
a
that
HUNKER & HUNKER
majority of .all the
all known creditors and other
scriptions. Notary seals and rec- votes require
Isaac Appel.
cordially invited.
cast. Among them are the fol- that
Attorneys at Law
ord.' at The Optlo ofCce.
at
SecInterest
in
may appear
persons
President; Charles Greenclay,
lowing: Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois,
Las Vegas
said time and place and show cause,
New Mexico
retary.
MisKOH
SALE Buff Plymouth Rock Louisiana, Maryland, Minnesota,
if any, why the prayer of said petisissippi, Nebraska, Ohio, Tennessee,
iiaby chicles, $14.00 per 100. Money Texas and
Oklahoma. While Rhode tion should not be granted.
Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag-s- i
And It Is fruther ordered by the Notice Estray
Island
is hereby given to whom !t
the ratification by
Notice
is hereby given to whom i
e E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R2. three-fifth- s requires
of
this Court nay concern that the following
Court that the clerk
of the electors.
may concern that the followinz da
estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
So far as the submission of amend shall send by mail to all known cred
C. Manuel A Pena, Pajarito, N. M.
u manuei A. rena, Pajarito, N. M.
ments are concerned practically allot itors copies of said petition and this
One small bay horse about
One small gray mare about
the states have more 3tringent ' re- order, adressed to them at their 4
6 or 7 years old.
years old.
FOR RENT 2 light housekeeping quirements than the proposed consti- places of residence as stated.
Branded
Branded
Wtlness the Honorable Clarence J.
Ttt
rooms with bath. 717 Fifth street. tution of New Mexico. Our provision
On right hip
f iH On right shoulder.
Lv
and
the
said
Court,
enables every fourth legislature to sub Roberts, Judge of
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this
mit by a majority vote of both houses seal thereof, at Raton, New Mexico,
unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
and a
voti at other times. in said district, on the 2nd day of Board,
before May 20, 1911, said date being 10 before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
1911.
D.
A.
The following states require a
May,
GOVERNMENT
FARMS FREE Offidays after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this ad
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS.
vote all the time: Alabama,
vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be roM
cial 1911, "The Homeseeker," deAssociate Justice, etc.
Colorado, Illinois, Kansas, Louisiana, (Seal)
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
scribes every acre In every county
owner wnen found.
owner when found.
Montana, Michigan, Mississippi, North Attest:
in the United States;
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
contains Carolina, Texas, Utah, West
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
JOHN JOERNS, Clerk.
Virginia,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
township and section plats, rain- Wyoming and Washington.
While
First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11. First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11.
fall maps, land laws, how and where
Maryland, Nebraska and Ohio require In a Pinch, Use Allen's Foot-Eas- e
to get land without living on it, all three-fifth- s
of both houses. But the
Ladies can wear shoes one size
Estray Advertisement
about irrigated farms and Indian provisions of these states are mild1
Estray Advertisement
smaller after using Allen's Foot-EasNotice is hereby given to whom It
reservation openings. Price 25 cents compared with some. California re
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
the antiseptic powder for the feet. It may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by may concern that the following de- postpaid. The Homeseeker, Saint quires a majority of two successive makes
tight or new shoes feel easy; Louis Abeyta
Iuleta, N. M.
scrioea estray animal was taken up by
w&s legislatures to submit a proposed
Paul, Minnesota.
corns
and
bun
to
relief
gives instant
One gray horse 7 years m. u. K.eenan, springer, N. M.
Ne
as
does
Iowa,
Indiana,
amendment,
ions. It's the greatest comfort dis
One small sorrel horse.
old, weight 750 lbs., 57 Inches high.
Now is the time to get rid of your vada, New Jersey, New York, Oregon,
Tt
J .
covery of the age. Relieves swollen
xranuea
rheumatism. You will find ChamberBranded
CPS
Wisconand
lain's Linimeat wonderfully effective. Pennsylvania, Virginia
feet, blisters callous and sorespots,
U
On right shoulder
On left hip
A
One application will convince you of sin. In other words after It has pass It is a certain relief for sweating,
Said
to
this
animal
unknown
animal
Said
to
unknown
must
be
this
ed
one
being
being
its merit. Try it For sale by all
legislature the fact
tired, tender, aching feet. Always use Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
druggists.
entered on the journal, then be taken
It to break in new shoes. Sold every before May 20, 1911, said date being, 10 before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
up and passed by the next legislature
25c. Don't accept any substi
days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this ad
to where,
before the people have the-rigLOCAL TIME CARD
tute. For FREE trial package address vertisement, said estray will be soH vertisement, said estray will be sold
vote on it. Others are atill more strict.
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
owner when found.
owner when found.
For instance Delaware requires that
WEST BOUND
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
the first legislature shall pass the
Arrive
Advertisement
Albuquerquo, N. M.
Albuquerque. N. M.
Estray
vote
and
resolution by a
Notice ia hereby given to whom It First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11. First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, 11.
No. 1
1:50 P. M. that
after the people have ratified mav concern tnat rne ioiiowmg de
No. 3
6:15 A. M,
s
vote scribed estray animal was taken up by
be approved by a
it,
No. 7
6:15 P. M of the
Estray Advertisement
F. E. Ormsby, Wlllard, N. M.
next
in
session.
Estray Advertisement
legislature
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
No. 9
6:35 P. M
10
or
about
horse
One
Florida and Georgia require a
bay
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following deDepart
vote of two successive legisla- 11 years old, weighs about 750 lbs., scribed estray animal was taken up by may concern that the following deNo. 1
2:10 P. M. tures
submission. South Caro- or 800 lbs. White feet with star In Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padillas, N. M. scribed estray animal was taken up by
before
No. 3
6:20 A. M
One bay horse about 14 C. Manuel A. Pena, Pajarito, N. M.
vote for sub- forehead.
lina
requires
No. 7 ...
6:40 P. M.
One sorrel horse, about 8
4
feet high, one white foot
old,
years
vote of the leg.
mission and
Branded
No. 9
7:00 P. M.
years old.
both ears split.
lslature after it has been approved
On right shoulder
EA8T BOUND
Branded
by the people. Tennessee requires that
Branded
JD
On right hip
frjs
.
Arrive
On left hip
the first legislature pass the resoluOn left shoulder
2
M.
No.
Said animal being unknown to this
9:10 P.
tion by a majority and the second legSaid animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this
11:10 P. M. islature by a
No. 4
vote before Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
No. 8
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before May 20, 1911, said date being 10 before May 20, 1911, said date being 10 before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
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estray
vertisement,
will
soia
said
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sions for the amendment of the dif- vertisement,
Depart
this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
No- - 2
9:15 P. M. ferent constitutions will find that on by this Board for the benefit of the by
owner when found.
owner when found.
owner
found.
when
M.
11:20 P.
No. 4
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
the whole the proposed constitution of
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
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DEPARTMENT
is fully prepared to handle
Job Printing1 of every kind
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CORRECT

PRINT
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ART

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail.

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
be

cheerfully furnished

whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.
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gontiiiuous Advertising
WHAT makes your name familiar and
ISidentifies
it with y6ur business. Continuous-nev- er

turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not
looking,
I If you advertise occasionally,
somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.

"y
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BASEBALL

Strong,

Well-Form-

ed

Healthy Children
By far the larger percentage of

pul-

monary ailments arise from a habit of
stooping, contracted in childhood, which .
prevents proper breathing.
If you have a child who shows a tendency toward "round" or stooping shoulders it is your duty to take every means
possible to correct this fault.

SHOULDER BRACES
will prove of invaluable assistance to
you as they compel a natural erect carriage, which means proper breathing,
and if done in time will incline your
children to become perfectly formed,
healthy men and women. We have this brace in sizes suitob'
for the child of four years or the au
weighing 300 pounds. Being made entirely of cloth it is easily washable and
may be worn without discomfort.

JACK JOHNSON

BIG ED SWEENEY

WILL ATTEND

IS AFTER NEW

CORONATION

LAURELS

THE

BLACK

NOUNCES

CHAMPION
HE WILL

GO

AN-

TO

YANKEE'S BACKSTOP TO CATCH
BALL DROPPED FROM METROPOLITAN

LONDON SOON

TOWER

New York. May 3. Big Ed SweePhiladelphia, May 3. Jack Johnson
star catcher, is
heavyweight champion, now at his ney, the Yankees'
from
home in Chicago, is planning to go going to catch a baseball thrown
the Metropolitan tower, or, at least,
nbroad.
he expects to smother a horsehlde in
' I shall attend the cororantlon
of
his mitt that has been chucked from
building top. The giant
King George V. in London," declared the
decided when he
rehasn't
E. G. MURPHEY
backstop
Johnson, "and I probably shall
but It will
the
will
make
attempt,
Rexall Store
main on the other side for some
of the
return
on
the
be
time. After the coronation I expert probably
first western trip,
the
from
Yankees
to attend the horse show In Dublin,
the latter part of this month.
and then I shall go to Paris. My visit
During the Yankees' visit in Washto Paris will combine work and pleasUniversity of
ington, last week, Sweeney and Ford
ure. I may sign for several bouts
took a walk out to the famous monWell, we ument in the
Sam Langford?
there.
capital city one mornshall see.
as
and
they looked up to the
ing,
"It has been my ambition to at- little window near the top, 550 feet
Albuquerque, N. M.
tend a coronation, and I am, glad my from the base Sweeney remarked that
affairs are in such shape' as to alio
he could spear a ball thrown there.
me the liberty to do so."
Charley Street, of the Washington
is anxious to club, and Billy Sullivan, of the White
he
line
In
the
fight
1911
School
meet Jack O'Brien, the former mid- Sox, have caught balls tossed from
dleweight and at present fight pro- the monument. Before them, such
Ew-inmoter In this city.
giants of the diamond as Buck
Six Weeks, June 5 to
Paul
Haynesand
"Before I leave the United States
Snyder,
Charley
I shall
attempt to secure a match Malachl Kittredge had failed.
July 14
with Philadelphia Jack O'Brien; II
"You would only be equalling the
must
it
if you made the catch," said
to
record
we
come
however,
terms,
Principal Subjects Offered:
1
intend Ford. "Why don't you try to catch
be within three weeks, for
one from the Metropolitan tower?"
soon,"
sailing
General History, English
Although the great spitball flinger
O'Brien received a telegram from
Literature, Physics,
was
and
to
a
only joking when he made the
Li'I Artha in regard
bout,
Chemistry, Zoology,
to remark. Sweeney took it seriously,
the' local fighter has arranged
to
Classics, Modern
meet the "Big Black" at the Ameri and since then has been planning
Languages, Special Cour- can A. C. In a
go before execute the seemingly impossible
'res for High School
Johnson goes abroad. The date has stunt.
"I'm ure I can make the catch,
Instructors. Vocal and
not been agreed upon as yet. "
said
Sweeney. "The science of the
Instrumental Music.
O'Brien said:
ball. Once I get
"This will be Johnson's first bout play Is to judge the
I know I can hold
on
the
hand
pill
my
since be whipped Jeffries, and he
on to It. I shall get one of the boys
gave me first choice because of the
Fee for the Course
to
drop the balls, and it may take
decisive victory I scored over him in
a dozien before I shall try to
at
least
Five Dollars
1909.
I am gothis city on May 19,
I shall have to gauge the
one.
grab
ing into hard training for this bout, course
take before I make the
they
Exclusive of Laboratory Fees
for I believe that I can stave off
attempt.
bout.
Johnson again In a
"The only trick in making such a
Johnson has always considered my catch is to
get under it properly. Jf
victory a black mark on his record, one of them came down and hit me
Circular of Information on
and I suppose that Is why he picks on the ftead, I guess I would never
application to the Registrar
to
me to fight him in preference
alof the University.
play baseball again. But I have
others. A nice line of reasoning, yes, ways been pretty accurate In Judg
but maybe I will fool him. I know ing fly balls. When the ball lands in
that no other fighter in the world bv elove I shall have my arms ex
Any- tended out straight from the should
knows Johnson's weak point.
by 35 ers, but will let them drop with it.
way, didn't I, outweighed
pounds and inches shorter, outbox By this means I will be able to break
and outfight him?"
a whole lot of force.
"Charley Street has told me that
ball he caught from the Wash
the
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN LEAGUE
ington monument' must have weighed
Kalamazoo, Mich., May 3. The 200
pounds when it landed in nis
race for the championship pennant
glove."
of the Southern Michigan 'eague be
Street has heard of Sweeney's plan
gan today with games scheduled in to break his, record, and says he may
Battle Creek, Bay City, Saginaw and beat
big Ed to it. But Gabby is not
Kalamazoo. The Flint team waa
all confident that either he or
at
programmed as the opponent of the Sweeney can do it. Street says when
Battle Creek players on the latter's he made the catch from the monugrounds, while Adraln lined up at ment he thought his arms had been
Saginaw and Jackson at Bay City. taken clean out of their sockets.
Foley Kidney Pills take hold of your The Lansing and Kalamazoo teams,
"I let twelve balls go by before I
of
system and help you to rid yourself
which fought out a tie for the pen- could
headdull
backache,
get under one properly. Yes, it
dragging
your
nant last season, met in this city was the
thirteenth I captured. Whev
ache, nervousness, Impaired eyesight,
and of all the ills resulting from the for the Initial contest. The season's I had barely touched the twelfth one
impaired action of your kidneys and schedule provides for 140 games, I knew I would succeed. My nerve
bladder. Remember it is Foley Kid- - with September 17 as the closing
came hack, and when the thirteenth
O. G. Schaeney Pills that do this.
date.
arrived I closed in on it and held it
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
fairly and squarely.
"I can't say much more about
151086 Suffering from Diseases of
and
except that the force was'1 more
it,
I rp
JLO IHC
the Stomach and Intestines.
terrific than that of any ball I had
When the digostlre or pan are weakened or Impaired one or more (not nil) of the following
ever caught in my life, either batted
pains
ymptouiB arise: Coated tongue, lack of appetite, vomiting, intestinal pains, jaundice, burning
to certain
In stomach, beadaebe, acidity, dizziness, constipation, colic, general depression, aversion afforded
thrown."
or
once
is
ache.
such
by
all
In
at
cases
relief
stomach
flatulence,
diarrhoea,
foods, dyspepaia,
Well, anything a Washington man
can do, a New Yorker ought to go
one better. And that is just the way
Sweeney feels about it. He is such
an excellent Judge of high flies he
Is pretty sure of making this wondA ( and absolutely harmless remedy prepared by tiiz de Carlos, a piusioian and pharmaceutist
f nndoabtied Btandinr in Europe.
erful play, too.
BTOM AXIX relieves pain, aids digestion. stimalataB the appetite, and tones the entire sretem,

Price, $1.00
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New flexico

Summer
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normal power, so that they may perform their work unaided.
iwtorine the dilutive I auctions to their
WODIaLlX does notinflicta drn habit.
corrects ailments
fSTOM AL1X is invaluable to brain workers, increases the capacity for effort,
U
Jlnyytto.
of children. "enrnte the jon'hful ai.d aed, and is absolutely harmless. Fur Sale
B, FOI'GKn.1 et CO., Airents. IT. A., New York.
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remedies for Contagious Blood Poison
A great many
are composed almost entirely of strong mineral ingredients. They
seem to be compounded with the idea that one poison will counteract another provided the stomach and delicate portions of the
system can withstand the effects of the strong treatment. These
concoctions are intended to kill the poison in the system. In this
article we want to tell you of S.S. S., a purely vegetable remedy
for Contagious Blood Poison, a medicine that not only cures the
disease, but one which from the first dose has a fine tonic effect
upon the stomach and the entire system. Nor does S. S. S. attempt
to kill the germs within the system, but cures by REMOVING
them from the blood which is absolutely the only way to cure
the disease.

'

London, May 3. The arrangements
for the unveiling of the Victoria Memorial two weeks hence are about
completed. As previously announced the memorial will be unveiled by
King George in the presence of a distinguished gathering that will Include
'
the German Emperor and empress
and members of other of the royal
It does not require any argument to establish the fact that a blood
families of Europe, a number of the
disease can be cured only by a blood purifier; every one will admit the
premiers and other representatives
of the colonies who will he here for truthfulness of this statement. The question of most importance therefore
the Imperial Conference, members of ' bloodis, what medicine has proven by actual results its superiority as a
We claim this distinction for S. S. S., and offer as proof
the British parliament and a large the factpurifier?
that for more than forty years it has been sold under this claim
number of other persons of distincand the demand for it has steadily increased, and we have thousands
tion.
of testimonials from cured patient? from all parts of the country.
The war office has charge of. the
Contagious Blood Poison, as the name implies, is an infectious
blood taint which may be communicated from one person to another.
arrangements for the military paIts virus is of a most insidious nature, multiplying from an insignificant
geant that will accompany the unveiling of the memorial, and the Archgerm in the blood, until it becomes a thorough systemic poison. Its
bishop of Canterbury is preparing first symptom is usually a tiny sore or pimple, but it rapidly spreads,
the religious service Colonel Sir and in a short while the entire body gives evidence of the poison in the
Frederick
the Klne'n blood. The mouth and throat ulcerate, glands in the groin swell, the
Ponsonby.
hair begins to come out, copper-colore- d
splotches appear on the body,
equerry, has general charge of all the
and frequently running sores and ulcers break out on the flesh.
arrangements
A condition of such serious nature
requires proper treatment.
Queen Victoria was colonei-in-chle- f
Not only must the disease be driven out, but the system which has
of the First Dragoon Regiment of
oeen weaKenea oy tne ravages
the Guard, and at the special invita
of the ooison, must be built up
S.S.S. CURED HIM.
tion of his majesty a deputation of before health can be restored.
with a terrible blood
I was afflicted
officers of that German regiment S. S. S. CURES CONTAGIOUS
disease, which was in spots at first,
but
afterwards
will attend the unveiling
BLOOD
POISON
spread all over my
BY PURIFYING
The offi
body. These soon brol'S out into
cers will occupy a prominent place THE BLOOD.
sores, and it is easy to imagine the
It goes into the
suffering-endured. Before I became
circulation and removes the last
in the military pageant.
convinced that t'he doctors could do
me
no
I had spent a hundred
Rood
trace of the infectious virus, acts
dollars, which was really thrown
with
I
then
tried various patent
fine
effect
away.
tonic
on
the
CENTRAL ASSOCIATION
OPENS
medicines, but they did not reach tho
and
stomach,
disease.
bowels,
I had finished mv
When
kidneys
3.
The Cen
Burlington, la., May
first bottle of S. S. S. I was fr .ntiy
tral Association of baseball clubs all portions of the system, and
and was delicate, w .i'i
improved,
the result. The lartre red sr :,or.H
thus makes a perfect as well as
opened its season today, with Muscaon my chest began to growpii - uni!
lasting cure. S. S.S. is made
smaller, and before Ions: disipr ;.ar".tl
tine at Monmouth, Hannibal at Gales-burI retrained my lost v ?irht,
entirely.
entirely of roots, herbs- and
became stronger and my ftppeifte
Kewanee at Keokuk and Ot-- i
I was noon eneach
of
has
which
a
greatly
barks,
improved.
spetumwa at Burlington. Since the
well, and my skin as ulnar as
tirely
cific action on the system. Not
a
of
piece
glass.
close of last season the weaker
H. L. MEYERS.
a particle of mineral of any kind
OS Clinton St., Newark, N. J.
teams of the circuit apparently have
enters into the composition of
been strengthened and the pennant
tins great medicine, b. b. b. is
race this year Is expected to be a
perfectly safe for any one to take, and instead of upsetting the stomach
keen one.
as mineral medicines do, it tones up this important member and niakes
Thousands have cured themselves of Contagious
digestion easy.
INDOOR HORSE SHOW
Blood Poison by the use of S. S.S., and if you will write and request
Newark. N. J., May 3. The New
it we will send you, without charge, a Home Treatment Book, which
Jersey Horse Show Association, of will give you all necessary information for curing yourself at your own
Franklin Murphy
home. We will also give you free any special medical advice you ask For.
which
S. S. S. cures by making pure, healthy blood Nature's real remedy.
is president, will open1 its annual exhibition tomorrow in the First Troop
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Armory in this city. Reginald
who Is. one of the honorary
directors of the association, will exhibit his stable with other large prize
exhibits.
:
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ANT Ads
Are Best

if 4

WITH THE FiGHTERS

Freddie Welsh and Phil Brock have
been matched to box near Cleveland
in June.
Johnny Coulon and Phil McGovern
will clash In a return bout in New
Orleans next month.
Heavy
Albert Palaer,
weight of New York, has signed for
a bout with Carl Morris at Tulsa,
s
Okla., July 4.
After a short rest at his home in
Indianapolis, Ray Bronson says, he
'will be ready to mingle with any of
the lightweights looking for work.

f

FIGHTS SCHEDULED
TONIGHT

FOR
.

Harry Lewis vs. Leo Huck, 20
rounds, at Paris, France.
Mike Leonard vs. Bert Keyes, 10
rounds, at New York city.
Gunboat Smith vs. Jimmy Barry,
6 rounds, at Oakland, Cal.
NEW YORK STATE LEAGUE
Albany. N. Y., May 3. The veteran New York State League, Iwlth its

Syracuse,
eight clubs, Wilkes-BarrElmira, Scranton, Albany, TJtica,
Troy and Binghamton, which finished in the order named last year,
For
today began another season.
the opening Elmira meets the cham
Utica plays
pions at Wilkes-Barre- ,
at Syracuse, Binghamton at Scranton and Troy in Albany. The outlook for a successful season is regarded as exceedingly bright, though
the hopes of the managers that Sunday baseball might be permitted in
New York this year were blasted.
e,

The woman who stands erect and
walks with the full, free, graceful
carriage which bespeaks perfect physical development, is usually envied
by her women friends. Unnecessari
ly so, because It is possible for the
average woman to overcome any
tendency to become stooped shouldered or flat chested, if they will but
go about it in the proper manner.
Rexall Shoulder Braces necessitate
proper carriage, compel proper
breathing, and, by doing this compel
the natural healthful development of
the entire body. Are endorsed by the
highest medical authorities, who find
that in them are overcome the objections raised to most braces on the
market.
We have the Rexall Shoulder Brace
to fit all persons of either sex. Can
be obtained only at our store The
E. G.
Rexall Store. Price J1.00.
.
Murphey.

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among 1
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper! want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and', furniture, article of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
the finders of the
possible sorts of things, they have come to be
best markets!
,

S

LEAGUE

,

CLASSIFIED ADS. HIT THE BULLSEYE

San MiguelNational Bank
Ompltml fmld M

0100,000.00

Las Viqas

3. M.

CUNNINGHAM,

President,

FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President,
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier,

Surplua
$50,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
The Man With Money
1

WISCONSIN-ILLINOI-

Oskosh, Wis., May 3. All signs
Best draught beer in the city, at point to an aggressive and well con
tested campaign in the Wisconsin
the Lobby, of course.
Illinois baseball league, which begun
its season today with Appleton play
ing at Green Bay, Racine at Aurora,
Madison at Rockford and Fon du
Tomorrow the
Lac at Oskosh.
schedule will be reversed in order
that the opening games may be
for backache; rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, snd urinary irregularities.
played in the other .four cities. A
and vigor. Refuse ubstitutes.
lost
restore
season of 126 games is provided
the
ritality
blood,
Pilla
purify
Foley Kidney
for in the 'schedule.
Arnu ntu unuaa tsnuu
FOR SALE BV O. V. 8Ut1Afc-fc-

JlMiJJ

7

WOMEN ARE ENVIOUS

ENGIVrERSTRINTHW

DBNVBR, COlO.

1

READY TO UNVEIL

NOTES

In pitcher Weaver, it looks as if
Frank Chance had annexed another
"King" Cole.
Cincinnati's nqw steel and concrete graudstand will be patterned
after the structure in Pittsburg.
Jack Knight, who has played first,
third and short, is notw playing genuine ball at second for the Highlanders.
With Cobb, Bush and Crawford on
speaking terms once more, the Detroit Tigers are a mighty hard bunch
to beat.
In the first ten games of the season Frank Schulte of the Cubs made
twelve hits, Including three homers,
one triple and four doubles.
Philadelphia fans are happy over
the ood showing of the Quakers
and claim that Manager Dooin got
the best of the big trade with Cincinnati.
Lajole and Jackson are doing
great work with the stick for Cleveland, but the Naps need pitchers In
order to keep up in select company.
With pitchers Marquard and Raymond doing their share of the work,
the Giants should stick pretty close
to the top in the National League
race.
s
in one game for an
Ten
old settler Who started his major
league career in 1894. Mr. Frederick Clarke, manager of the Pirates
I
that's him.
Ward
Pitcher
of the Brockton New
England League team, la the first
hoaver In the East to pitch a .no-h- lt
game this season. Haverhill was
the victim.
The veteran Jack Powell is pitching good ball for the St. Louis
Browns. Jack has been In the game
a good many years, but is still there
with the puzzling slante.
The Boston speed boys have
copped just three games from the
Athletics, but this season the Red
Sox, got a better start and have already taken three from the cham
pions.
Manager Jennings of the Tigers is
saving "Wild Bill" Donovan for the
When Old
warm weather games.
Sol sets fire to your celluloid collar
is the time the only William starts
things.
Another case of a catcher making
Igood at first base. Alva Williams,
who took Jake Stahl's place. Is proving quite a sensation with the Americans. He caught for Buffalo last
season. , . ,,

.
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Acquired it largely through not letting his cash
lie idle. He either invested it or deposited in. a
bank. In other words, he

m

Made His Noney Work for Him
Follow his exampte if you would prosper. Open
an account here and add to it regularly. Your
money will commence earning more for you from

the start.
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Choice Onion Sets

LOCAL NEWS

STRAWBERRIES
-

Are arriving in fine shape now and
the price within the reach of
all Our price today

Dance tonight at Rosenthal nalL
Lunches
Kitchen.

up

put

A

at the White

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

i

LUDW1G

Crow sold over the bar at

Old

fresh lot just in, the nicest we
ever offered 10c a quart

FOR PINT BASKETS IS
2 FOR 25 CENTS
TIE

STORE

TIT'S

UTS

BUSY

L:

Lunch every morning at

10

o'clock

FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

FREE!

FREE!
We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR

Las Vegas Roller Millsj
Phone Main

131

ESTABLISHED 18 70.

The

Pirst National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Felipe N.
tion for his
The hearing
and all the

Lucero has filed a petidischarge as a bankrupt
has been set for May 15,
creditors have been noti

fled.

An additional ballot box has been
provided for the use of those who
would like to cast votes in the carni
val queen election contest. The box
is located in the cigar store of O. L.
Gregory on Center street

Paint of a delicious green color Is
being applied to the benches In the
Plaza park. The benches recently
were
All
completely
repaired.
re
have
the dandelions
been
moved and the park now presents
handsome and well kept appear
ance.

The Karef ul Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

A complaint has been filed against

Aragon for having in his
possession a deer out of season. He
likely will have a hearing before a
West side justice of the peace. The
game wardens are determined to
break up the habit of hunting deer
and other game out of season. Numerous wild turkeys have been seen
this spring in the country districts
little frequented by men. The hunt
ers had difficulty in restraining their
Inclination to shoot.

WANTON

Patrons of the Santa Fe entertainment course are again reminded
that reservations of seats for the entertainments can be made no longer
by telephone. Tomorrow morning at
9 o'clock reservations
for the Clith- ero Concert company, which will ap
pear Saturday evening In the Y. M.
C A. will be made. The Cllthero company is highly recommended by S.
E. Busser, who manages the entertainment course.

Franco-America- n

Quality

ACT OF CRUELTY

Objection has been made by several
Las Vegas women to the attraction
on the carnival grounds where balls
are thrown at a captive monkey.
Hurling balls at the monkey furnishes great amusement for the visitors to the street carnival but the
women assert the sport is inhuman.
The matter was brought today before the attention of Assistant Dis
trict Attorney Louis C. Ilfeld, who is
The
the slutation.
Investigating
balls used are of rubber and it is asserted by the show people that If
they hit the monkey they will not
of the balls
hurt him. Nine-tenthurled never strike the monk as he
is extremely agile. The women say
the monkey's nerves are on a strain
even if he is not hit Hence arises
the question, do moftkeys have
nerves?

By installing a special leased wire,
carrying the full Associated Press
some and nutritious as choicest day report, The Optic has met the
ingredients can make them As competition furnished by the big
as skilled chefs dailies. Subscribe now.
high in

are as delicious, whole

HEAT AND EAT
TRY THEM
Also try our Ortega Piemento
in glass jars.

Read The Optic. It carries the full
Associated Press report, handled over
Its own special leased wire.
Try a dram of

Graaf

&

Hay ward Go. Store

The best seller. The Optic.

Just lots and lots of them, the best ever
35c per Dozen, 3 Dozen for $1.00

Perry Onion & Son
462,

Ranch Phone 276.

r

OFF

5

urn

our "Extragood
Children's Straight Pant
Suits at
AH

1--

All

OFF

3

goods marked in
plain figures
t, i

i

JF

XTRAGOOD
l

-

GREEN BERG ER
Square
Deal"

'A

Electric

The Optic sells itself.

The Electric Way

is the only way to make, delicious, crisp toast. Set the
toaster on the table, take the
toast off as you like it
3

Lace

Curtains

-- :-

In the cleaning process we
use only softened and filtered
ws ter, which means a whiteness
and cleanliness only produced
by the use of soft water and a
necessary saving - to" the delicate net in the washing process
We have every appliance
necessary coupled with the,
"know how" to produce satisfactory results.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

-- :-

a$ Uegas Eight
$ Power Co.

Our department for caring
for these articles embraces the
most careful attention to details
of handling;

Let Us Pleasure Your
Room for Linoleum
The finest and choicest patterns. For the first time in Las
Vegas we now have the 12 foot wide linoleum. The best
thing ever shown in linoleum. We do not charge anything for
estimating the cost of covering your floor.

Phone Main 81.

J.

C.

JpHNSEN&SON

"Complete Furnishers of the Home"

FREE
with every $1.00
cash purchase

A

Carnival
Ticket

PANSY PLANTS

Store Phone Main

1--

salary.
Mrs. A. D. Higglns, president of the
hospital board, said today that the
resignation of the two young women
was purely voluntary and that their
relations with the institution
were
mutually pleasant. The hospital regrets to lose the services of two
such efficient nurses.

Old Taylor bourbon

It Is in The Optic if it happens
whether in Las Vegas or elsewhere
in the world.

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

te

-

bar in the city.

is just as necessary to disinfect and clean your
IT chicken
house as well as your own house if I. H. STEARNS

all kinds.

HOSPITAL RESIGN

4

We will offer or sale,
all our new,
"Extragood" Children's
Knickerbocker Suits, at

TWO NURSES AT

quality
can produce.
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
In cans convenient for any at the Opera Bar, and is one of the
finest draught beers served over any
sized family.

at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.

you expect your chickens to be healthy and lay
eggs. We have Pratt's Poultry Regulator; prevents Cholera and is a Great Egg Producer. Also
have Viygeno the Great Disinfectant for chicken
houses. Keeps them absolutely free of Bugs of

MAY

CHANGE IN PROFESSIONAL FORCE
quotations of the daily market will
AT LAS VEGAS INFIRMARY
prove of great value. Cattlemen will
OCCURS
appreciate, the Kansas City, Omaha
and Chicago-- livestock reports. Wool,
Miss Ina Lee Neff, head nurse at
metal and money also are listed in
the dally
reports. The complete the Las Vegas hospital, and her asmarket reports are one of the big sistant Miss Pauline Stoermer, have
features of The Optic's special leased resigned their positions. They will
wire service, which was inaugurated be succeeded by Miss D. C. Shields
as superintendent and Mire Anderson
Monday.
asassistant. Miss Shields is a grad-nat- e
o the
Hospital of
record is that made
A remarkable
by Charles Hedgcock, son of Alder- New York City. She is an experienced
man C. V. Hedgcock of this city. nurse and came to Las Vegas highly
The young man is a student in the recommended. Miss Anderson receivsenior class of the law department ed her training in the Glockner saniat tarium in Colorado Springs, Colo. She
of the University of Colorado
Boulder.
He has made a general has a diploma from that Institution.
Ill health was the cause of Miss
average of ninety-nin- e
per cent in his Nell's
resignation. Recently she was
studies. This is the best average
to submit to a severe surgical
obliged
ever attained by any student at Boul
from which her recovery
operation
ia
a
der. Hedgcock
bright young has been slow. She will return to her
man and is expected to make a bril
home in New York. Miss Stoermer
liant record for himself in his chosen has
accepted a position in a large
profession.
hospital In Indiana at an advanced

After two days of hard work the
board of trustees of the New Mexico
Hospital for the Insane has not yet
completed the task of awarding con
tracts for supplies for the institution
White Kitchen the sign of cleanliThe
during the next six months.
ness. Meals, 25 cents.
work is expected to be completed

They

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

ELD

Miss Rebeka McKenzie, one of the

In soups means all that the
word implies.

DRY CLEANING

L F

FOR ONE WEEK, BEGINNING THURSDAY,

JWA1N 379

teachers in the city schools, was ill
The Optic calls the attention of its
and unable to meet her classes to
readers to its dally column of marday.
ket reports. The reports are received
in The Oplc office over a special
The Ladies' Aid Society of the leased wire direct from the
big marChristian church will meet tomorrow ket centers and are the
latest quotaafternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs, tions
that can be received. To those
H. C. Smith, 1004 Fourth street
interested in stocks, the complete

The county commissioners met this
afternoon in special session to con
sider matters in relation to the construction of the three new bridges to
be built this year. The meeting began at 3 o'clock.

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

I

Of Children's Suits at Greenberger's

Lawn Mowers Sharpened by New Process

at Long's Buffet

A marriage license was granted
yesterday at the court house to Julia- nita Sandoval, aged 19, of Las Vegas,
and Juan M. Cruz, aged 22, of Raton.

CALL ON US

Wn.

PHONE

Long's Buffet

t

DISCOUNT SALE

MID-SEASO- N

RETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 200 lbs.. Each Delivery
Less Than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

2,000
1,000
200
50

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

(The Coffee Man.)

20o per
25c per
30o per
40c per
50c per

100 lbs.
100 lbs
100 lbs
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue. Vegas

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrilos

GOAL
BOUCHER'S

..

A MD

WOO

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite

rot of m

Coal, all

sizes-Ste- am

Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

B. T. G O iJD

.ok.7Sg?

!

4 v.

